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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Faculty participation in institutional decision making is
accepted as intrinsically good and as having positive
effects on institutional functioning, but it is reflected in
varying degrees in actual practice. Neither faculty nor
administrators have been very satisfied with the actual pat-
tents of participation nr the effectiveness of that participa-
tion. Faculty seek to protect and to reinvigorate historical
mechanisms like academic senates and the well-established
areas of curriculum and faculty tenure and promotion.
They also seek mechanisms and approaches for establish-
ing a significant role in areas where little participation his-
torically has occurred. Sympathetic to faculty frustrations
about participation, administrators seek ways to more folly
integrate consultation with faculty into decision-making
processes. Faculty and administrators are frustrated by the
paucity of intrinsic and extrinsic satisfactions of faculty
participation and seek ways to increase the rewards of that
participation. Perceiving that many significant decisions
are being made above the campus level, faculty now
increasingly are concerned about mechanisms for partici-
pation at the system level in multicampus systems and at
the state level.

What Is the Rationale for Faculty Participation in
Institutional Decision Making?
The rationale for extensive faculty participation in institu-
tional decision making rests on reasons for employees' par-
ticipation in any organization and on reasons specific to the
faculty role in higher education, the former contained in
the sizable literature on generic organization theory and
the latter in the more sparse higher education literature.
Participation in institutional decision making is associated
with increased employee satisfaction and performance in a
wide variety of organizations. Employees' satisfaction and
the quality of work life are now also increasingly viewed as
valued outcomes in their own right. Faculty expertise on
the subjects on which decisions are to be made is perhaps
the most fundamental factor supporting faculty participa-
tion in institutional decision making. But faculty also tend
to accord legitimacy to and fully cooperate in the imple-
mentatioi. of only those policies that faculty have helped
tormulate because they believe faculty have a right to par-
ticipate. Although participatory leadership models require
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a number of preconditions, these preconditions are met in
higher education environments more frecriently than in
other organizational settings.

Hew Do Academic Senates Serve as Effective Mechanisms
for Faculty Participation in Campuswide Decision Making?
Faculty senates and faculty senate committees continue to
be useful mechanisms for faculty participation at many
research universities, at other universities, and at elite lib-
eral arts colleges with regard to core academic areas like
curriculum and faculty tenure and promotion, but they are
not necessarily as influential at other types of higher educa-
tion institutions. Senates are more representative of a
cross-section of faculty in the 1980s than they were in the
1960s, the result of increased use of elected representatives
and more democratic selecting procedures for committees.
Faculty are less comfortable, however, with the involve-
ment of nonfaculty constituencies in the revised senate
structures established in the late 1960s and early 1970s and
continue to seek means to minimize the influence of those
constituencies. Collective bargaining has not significantly
affected the functioning of coexisting senates in core aca-
demic areas on most campuses, but a number of factors are
likely to lead to unstable senate/union relations in the
future.

What Are the New Challenges to Faculty Participation and
What Recent Developments Have Occurred Where Faculty
Have Historically Not Participated?
Faculty historically have the broadest role and grep.^st
influence on matters of cuiriculum and faculty personnel
(especially tenure and promotion). The literature suggests,
however, that these patterns may be difficult to maintain
unless faculty are willing to address issues of general edu-
cation, staffing flexibility, and some aspects of faculty con-
duct from a broader perspective. The resolution of these
issues is central to faculty credibility and institutional via-
bility.

Within the past 15 years, faculty participation has also
become relatively well accepted in institutional planning
and in the selection and evaluation of administrators at
many institutions. Faculty participation is a significant ele-
ment in tne nrocess by which presidents are selected and a
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normative factor against which presidential candidates are
evaluated. Faculty ambivalence about integrating financial
with academic factors, which has tended to restrict faculty
participation and influence in some stages of planning, has
also begun to recede. Healthy debates about the best
mechanisms for integrating faculty participation into stra-
tegic planning suggest good prospects for balance between
administrative leadership and broad participation as such
approaches are actually implemented.

Although faculty involvement in budgeting and (in
adverse circumstances) in retrenchment has historically
been limited by both administrative resistance and faculty
ambivalence, groundwork is being laid on many campuses
for greater and more effective faculty participation. Fac-
ulty have begun to take steps, in conjunction with adminis-
trators, to gain a better understanding of the technical
bases and polit:cal dynamics of the budgetary process, thus
reducing an earlier handicap. Boards of trustees and uni-
versity administrators are also becoming more sophisti-
cated about the importance of process considerations in
handling retrenchment and the greater acceptability of
retrenchment measures if faculty are consulted about pro-
cedures and implementation.

What Steps Can Administrators Take to Integrate Faculty
More Fully into Institutional Decision Making?
Administrators increasingly see themselves as managers of
an institutional decision process and focus their energies
on four crucial elements: strengthening the collegial foun-
dations of decision making, shaping the consultative frame-
work, increasing the availability of information, and facili-
tating group deliberation.

The articulation of a set of shared values and goals is
central to strengthening the collegial foundations of deci-
sion making in higher education. In 1984 and 1985, a num-
ber of national blue ribbon commissions helped focus cam-
pus attention on the need to clarify the purposes of the
undergraduate curriculum, with special emphasis on gen-
eral education. Further, some scholars have suggested that
Theory Z and other Japanese management approaches can
help focus attention on a collegially oriented administrative
style, while others have raised issues about some of the
negative implications of Theory Z on the campus.
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The higher education literature of the last 10 years
reflects a growing consensus about the characteristics of
and an adequate framework for administrative consultation
with faculty. A set of understandings has evolved about
where very broad consultation is useful and where the
extent of consultation is appropriately more limited. Agree-
ment has also been reached that every effort should be
made to maintain process and procedure, even in crises.

Various approaches and means for administrators to
make information relevant to campus-generated decisions
more available to faculty consultative groups have been
identified in the higher education literature. A national
resource center for faculty participation in institutional
decision making has been identified as a possible mecha-
nism for providing a base of knowledge about best institu-
tional practices

Faculty and administrators can call upon a sizable litera-
ture on generic organization theory to gain useful insights
to improve group deliberations. That literature illuminates
various aspects of b oup decision making, including task-
oriented leadership and group maintenance leadership. pat-
terns of sharing group leadership, obstacles to rational
evaluation of alternative decisions, and suggestions for
improving group decision making.

What Steps Can Administrators and Faculty Take to
Increase Faculty Satisfaction with Participation in
Campuswide Decision Making?
The higher education literature contains a number of sug-
gestions as to how institutions might increase the intrinsic
satisfactions of and extrinsic rewards for institutional par-
ticipation. Suggestions for increasing intrinsic satisfactions
include providing faculty participants a better understand-
ing of the dynamics of the consultative process and setting
terms of committee service to correspond with the begin-
ning and ending of major projects. Coordinated efforts of
administrators and faculty are necessary to increase the
extrinsic rewards for constructive institutional participa-
tion, thus reversing the pattern of very little weight given
by most institutional personnel committees to institutior, d
or public service, a pattern most accentuated in research
universities.
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What Are the Possible Alternate Mechanisms for Faculty
Participation at the System Level and at the State Level?
Formal faculty participation at the system and state levels
can take the form of direct membership on the board itself,
a formal systemwide senate or statewide committee, or
participation in ad hoc and standing technical committees.
The mechanisms of a systemwide senate in multicampus
systems or a statewide committee, such as a statewide
coordinating board, have been of the strongest interest
both in theory and in practice.

Faculty Participation in Decision Making vii
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FOREWORD

Is faculty participation in institutional decision making a
necessity or a luxury? Making decisions, setting policies,
and implementing procedures in a democratic fashion is a
time-consuming process. Time is all too often viewed as a
luxury, and often a luxury that appears to be unaffordable.
Yet as Mortimer and Tierney explained in Three "R's" of
the Eighties: Reduction, Retrenchment, and Reallocation
(Report 4, 1979), there are times when an administrator
must anticipate and make the luxury of time available for
important decisions. For example, during the next decade
such issues as an aging static faculty, continued retrench-
ment, faculty productivity, and posttenure evaluation are
guaranteed to become crucial at nearly every institution.
History has taugnt us that when issues arise that affect fac-
ulty, it is prudent to include faculty in the decision-making
process. Administrators therefore should not wait for the
inevitable crisis to make policies and procedures but
should invite faculty to explore the problems now while
time is more plentiful.

Is faculty participation desirable in setting everyday
institutional policies and procedures? Yes. Employees
must believe in the legitimacy of policies and procedures if
they are to be implemented effectively and followed will-
ingly. It is relevent to recall that faculty are trained and
socialized to be highly independent professionals. The doc-
toral dissertation especially instills the value of indepen-
dent scholarship: the tenure system likewise reinforces the
independent nature of faculty activities. Faculty, then, are
not the most complacent of employees, and not trained to
succumb to autocratic administrators. The bt..4 way to
instill confidence in administrative policies and procedures
is to involve the employees in the process. Involvement
builds commitment through personal ownership and
encourages responsive behavior. For many faculty, it is
imperative that they have a voice in the formative stage of
policy-making to insure their loyalty in its implementation.

Active participation in policy-making will of course not
guarantee total agreement. Second best, and preferred by
some, is representative involvement, whereby designated
members serve to advance the views of many. Within a
college or university, representative involvement often
takes the form of faculty senates, university committees,
or other forums that develop and discuss ideas to make

Faculty Participation in Decision Making ry
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policy and procedural recommendations. These delibera-
tive bodies may serve in an advisory capacity or as legisla-
tive agents, depending on the needs of the institution.
Whatever form it takes, the need for faculty involvement in
setting policies and procedures has ben demonstrated time
and again, including in the earlier ASHE-ERIC Higher
Education Report, Flexibility in Academic Staffing: Effec-
tive Policies and Procedures, (Report 1, 1985) and Plan-
ning for Prop. :1m Discontinuance: From Default to Design
(Report 5, 1982). An effective rule of thumb is the greater
the faculty responsibility for the enforcement of a policy or
procedure, the greater the need for facity involvement in
its development.

What is the legitimate role of the faculty in the institu-
tional decision-making process? Carol Floyd, the director
of Academic Planning and ProgrF nii Review at tile Illinois
Board of Regents and aajunct associate professor of educa-
tional administration at Illinois State University, recog-
nizes that different ir.stitutions will answer that question in
different ways. Whereas a small, private college may pre-
fer shared authority, a large, state institution may prefer
separate jurisdictions for faculty and administrators. Dr.
Floyd discusses the alternatives available for faculty par-
ticipation not only on the institutional level but also within
a larger system. Faculty can have an impact on the institu-
tion at all levels, be it in curriculum design, personnel sta-
tus, or selection and evaluation of administrators.

This report, the final one in the 1985 series, will help
administrators set a strategy for changing or implementing
new policies. Recognizing that the morale of the faculty is
vital to the success or failure of institutional goals is the
first step to successful decision making.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor and Dire, for
ERIC Clearinghou e on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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INTRODUCTION

This monograph focuses on the literature related to partici-
pation by faculty in institutional decision making through
various mechanisms that have been established to provide
for an expression of faculty perspective and the integration
of that perspective into campuswide decision making. The
most frequently used mechanism of ;nation is a com-
mittee that is either connected with the, .ainpuswide aca-
demic senate or is directly advisory to campuswide admin-
istrators. Examination of faculty unions is limited here to
their impact on formalized faculty participation; the sizable
literature on faculty collective bargaining is outside the
scope of this monograph.

This monograph reviews the higher education literature
and the literature related to generic organization theory to
address various questions relating to faculty participation
in institutional decision making:

Rationale for faculty participation. Does a strong
rationale exist for employees' particiration in some
institutional decision making in any organization?
What is the rationale for faculty participation in hight,i-
education decision making that is specific to the fac-
ulty role and to the higher education setting?
Alternate types of participation. What are the differ-
ences in assumption and approach between images of
faculty participation based on concepts of separate
jurisdictions, shared authority, and joint participation?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of each type?
Participation in academic senates. What are the func-
tions performed by acadentic senates? To what extent
do faculty view academic senates as representative of
the faculty viewpoint? W'lat approach to decision
making do senates typically use? What effect on :ea-
demic senates do faculty unions have, and what effect
can be anticipated in the future9 How effective are
academic senates?
Participation by functifinal area. What are the histori-
cal patterns and current issues in areas like curriculum
and faculty personnel where faculty have historically
been the most active and influential participants?
What participatory role has been established for fac-
ulty in administrative selection/evaluation and institu-
tional planning? Is any headway being made in estab-
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lishing a faculty role in areas like budgeting where the
faculty role has historically been very small?
Participation at the system and state levels. What
mechanisms exist for faculty participation in decision
making at these levels? What are the tradeoffs faculty
must make as participants at these levels?
Participation and centralization /decentralization.
What are the implications of centralization and decen-
tralization of institutional decision making for faculty
opportunities to participate and upon overall attain-
ment of institutional goals?
Strengthening consultative processes. What can
administrators do to strengthen the processes by
which administrators consult with faculty in the deci-
sion-making proces!? What do the national blue rib-
bon commissions on higher education reform and Jap-
anese management theory have to suggest about
restoring collegial foundations for decision making?
To what extent does a conscnsus exist about neces-
sary elements of the consultative process? Where
must consultation be broad and where can it justifiably
be limited? What can campus administrators do to
increase the information relevant to decision making
available to faculty? How much information is avail-
able nationally on best institutional practice? What
can faculty and administrators do to facilitate the
deliberations of decision-making groups that include
administrators and faculty?
Increasing faculty satisfaction with participation.
What are the sources of faculty ambivalence about
participation in institutional decision making? Under
what circumstances is it likely that faculty will resist
participating in institutional decision making? What
are typical problems with the intrinsic satisfactions
and institutional rewards for participation and how
might these problems be alleviated? What are the spe-
cial problems for women and minorities regarding
institutional incentives and atsincentives for participa-
tion?

xx
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RATIONALE FOR FACULTY PARTICIPATION

The rationale for extensive faculty participation in institu-
tional decision making rests on reasoning drawn from
generic organization theory related to a broad range of
organizations and on reasoning related more directly to the
specifics of the faculty role in higher education. Drawing
mostly on experience in a business setting, organization
theory relates employees' participation in certain types of
decision making with job satisfaction and job satisfaction
with work productivity. The literature on faculty participa-
tion in institutional decision making is not as well devel-
oped as the literature drawing primarily on the business
experience. It includes some application of organization
theory to higher education but also contains other elements
involving assumptions and analytical treatment of charac-
teristics specific to higher education institutions.

Generic Organization Theory
The literature relating employees' participation and organi-
zational productivity and functioning is substantial. Much
of that literature relates to four aspects or links: relation-
ships between participation, satisfaction, and performance;
the relationship between leadership and participation; char-
acteristics of the quality of work life; and the extent of
employees' willingness to participate. The literature in the
first two groups is more developed and has been subject to
more review than literature in the latter two categories. A
significant cataloging of the advantages and disadvantages
of participation has aiso been developed.

Participation, satisfaction, and performance
One of the earliest and most frequently cites field experi-
ments on the effects of participation was conducted in a
garment factory to determine whether participation by
sewing machine operators in designing new work proce-
dures would rec ce resistance to change in those proce-
dures (Coch and French 1948). Two varieties of participa-
tion were compared to each other and to nonparticipation.
The group where the change was made only after full par-
ticipatory discussion was the most satisfied with the
change and the most productive after the change was com-
pletely implemented (Coch and French 1948).

The overall pattern of the effect of participation upon
satisfaction and performance is mixed with a more con sis-

The group
where the
change was
made only
after full
participatory
discussion
was the most
satisfied . . .

and the most
productive.. .
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tent pattern of effect upon satisfaction than upon perfor-
mance. Many field experiments show no significant differ-
ence in effect between participatory approaches and non-
participatory approaches, and in those cases where an
impact exists, only about half show participation to have a
positive effect (Lowin 1968; Yukl 1981, pp. 214-15). Taken
together, the results of field experiments indicate that par-
ticipation is more successful in some situations "Ian in oth-
ers and is more likely to improve employees' satisfaction
than performance (Yukl 1981, p. 215). A similar pattern of
mixed results has also been found in correlational field
studies and laboratory studies, with satisfaction higher
under participatory leadership but performance affected in
no consistent manner (Locke and Schweiger 1979).

Methodological issues about the ways to conceptualize
and measure participation and satisfaction have also arisen
(Locke and Schweiger 1979; Mohr 1982 ashkin 1984).
Some quite fundamental questions have ;en raised about
the nature of the questions asked of en; ioyees in many of
the studies on participation. One critic believes that sur-
veyed employees are -let being ast(ed to report the objec-
tive fact of participation but rather to express satisfaction
with the degree of participation. He thus concludes th,..
many studies have taken a misleading measure of participa-
tion, one that veers toward the reflection of satisfaction
itself, and that therefore a partly spurious relationship is
displayed (Mohr 1982, pp. 127-39). Another researcher
concluded that improved goal setting or training rather
than participation may account for some of the changes in
productivity (Kanter 1983, pp. 271-72).

Suggestions to imrrove the methodology of participation
literature include: (1) providing clearer definitions for par-
ticipation and a more direct reference point for "low par-
ticipation"; (2) avoiding the assumption that if a positive
relationship exists between participation and performance,
then the more participation the better; (3) seeking to differ-
entiate the effects of participation depending on the kind of
is'ue; and (4) comparing the effect of different participation
procedures (Yukl 1981, pp. 219-20).

Organizational theorists seek these methodological
improvements because they find the relationship between
participation and performance is highly situational and that
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the best approach to participation and leadership thei-efo,re
depends on the circumstances (Kanter 1983; Vroom and
Yetton 1973; Yukl 1981).

Situational theories of leadership and participation
Situational theories of the effectiveness of leadership are
sometimes also called "contingency" theories, because
they assume that the effect of leaders and leadership style
on subordinates is contingent on situational variables. Situ-
ational variables include the nature of the task performed
by the group, rcie expectations of superiors, peers, and
subordinates, and the leader's authority to act (Yule'
pp. 133-34). Major situational theories of leadershi,
include Fiedler's contingency model (1967), Hersey . nd
Blanchard's situational leadership theory (1977), House's
path-goal theory of leadership (1971), and the Vroom-Yet-
ton contingency model of leadership behavior (1973).

According to the Vroom-Yetton model, the leader must
examine a number of aspects of a situation before deter-
mining the appropriate decision procedure (1973). These
aspects inciude the importance of decision quality, the
importance of decision acceptance, the amount of relevant
information possessed by the leader and by subordinates,
the likelihood that subordinates will accept an autocratic
decision, the likelihood that subordinates will cooperate in
trying to make a good decision if allowed to participate,
and the amount of disagreement among subordinates with
respect to the preferred alternatives. The model provides a
set of rules for determining what decision procedures the
leader should avoid in a given situation because decision
quality or acceptance would be risked and identifies five
possible levels of participation by subordinates to be cho-
sen on the basis of the rules provided. For some situations,
more than one level of participation by employees may be
feasible. In this case, the choice as to the level. of participa-
tion can be based on other considerations, such as time
pressure, development of subordinates, and the leader's
personal preferences (Vroom and Yetton 1973, chap. 3, 9).

The VroomYetton model has been appiied primarily in
business settings and yields highly variable conclusions as
to the appropriate amount of employees' participation par-
allel to wide variation in situational circumstances.

Faculty Participation in Decision Making 3
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Quality of work life
A significant portion of the organization theory on the
workplace has focused during the later 1970s and 1980s
upon employees' satisfaction and the quality of work life as
valued outcomes in their own right (Bobbitt and Behling
1981). The literature suggests that mature employees who
are satisfied with a number of aspects of their working situ-
ation will also have a highly positive orientation toward
work tasks and thus be highly productive employees (Cum-
mings and Molloy 1977). Job enrichment is identified in the
literature on quality of work life as one way to increase
satisfaction in an employee group whose members have a
strong need for personal growth (Perkins, Nieva, and Law-
ler 1983, p. 58). With increases in the educational level of
the-typical employee, greater percentages of the work-
force are likely to have strong needs for personal growth.
Increasingly, arguments for participation by employees are
likely to emphasize its suitability for the workforce and
work organizaticns rather than direct proofs of superior
results (Lawler 1982).

Employees' willingness to participate
No universal willingness of employees to participate in
making certain organizational decisions should be assumed
to exist. Rather, employees are interested in and willing to
participate in decisions that affect their own work units and
their own jobs and are generally uninterested in participat-
ing in broader matters of policy. Some employees are more
interested in participation than others. The employees
most interested in participation are those who are highly
interested in the task at hand and also interested in per-
sonal growth (Bass 1981, pp. 315-16; Kanter 1983, pp.
242-43, 252-54, 272).

Organizations have generally found that employees soon
lose enthusiasm for or orientation toward participation in
the absence of financial incentives or other formal rewards
(Kanter 1983, pp. 255-56). Continued willingness to par-
ticipate also depends upon employees' perceptions that
advice given influences action taken. In the absence of that
perception, the actions of organizational leaders will be
regarded as manipulative and viewed in an entirely nega-
tive light (Kanter 1983, pp. 254-55; Wynn and Guditus
1984, p. 114). Communicating exactly wha: will or what
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will not come out of the process is a very important step
toward minimizing possible disappointment (Kanter 1983,
pp. 272-73).

Advantages and disadvantages of participation
Participation in organizational decision making can
improve employees' satisfaction and performance in a
number of ways:

1. Participation leads to greater understanding and
acceptance of c.zcisions.

2. Participation leads to greater identification with deci-
sions and more intense commitment to their imple-
mentation.

3. Participation leads to greater understanding of objec-
tives and action plans developed to achieve objec-
tives.

4. Participation provides employees with a more accu-
rate perception of organizational reward contingen-
cies.

5. Participation is consistent with the needs of mature
employees for self-identity, autonomy, achievement,
and psychological growth.

6. When a decision arises from a participatory process,
groups apply pressure on dissenters t accept or at
least outwardly comply with decisior s.

7. Group decision making promotes cooperation, mutual
understanding, team identity, and coordination.

8. In cases of divergent objectives, consultation and
joint decision making provide opportunities for
resolving conflicts.

9. Participation allows the use of the expertise and ana-
lytical skills of individuals throughout the organiza-
tion (Yukl 1981, pp. 208-9).

Participation also, however, entails certain disadvan-
tages and limitations:

1. Broad participation is time consuming and not usable
when an immediate decision is needed.

2. Decisions based on extremely broad participation
may rot give adequate weight to the primary applica
ble expertise.

Faculty Participation in Decision Making 5
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3. Group decision making diffuses organizational
responsibility, making it difficult to assign responsibil-
ity for success or blame for failure.

4. Providing for participation in some areas may lead to
expectations for participation in a broader range of
decisions than leaders may desire.

5. Extensive use of participation may result in a leader's
being viewed as weak.

6. Participative decisions require special leadership
skills and may lead to poor results if the leader lacks
those skills (Yukl 1981, pp. 209-10).

Higher Education Literature
The rationale provided in the higher education literature
for participation by faculty and influence in institutional
decision making rests primarily on claims of a faculty right
to participate and demonstration that faculty satisfaction
and morale are closely related to opportunities for effective
participation. Some very preliminary attention has also
been given to the quality of work life and situational theo-
ries of leadership. Parallel to patterns found in other orga-
nizations, interest in participation focuses most clearly on
and is most accepted within the basic departmental unit.

A right to participate
Faculty, more so than employees of othr-r types of organi-
zations, have claimed that participation in university deci-
sion making is inextricably bound with the institutional role
of faculty and that faculty have what amounts to a right to
participate.

As a right to participate in some significant fashion is
assumed by faculty and not directly questioned by institu-
tional administrators and boards of trustees, the bases for
the claim to a right have been briefly noted in the litera-
ture, but no highly detailed rationale has been presented.
Irving Spitzberg, for example, identifies the two primary
bases for faculty participation in making significant institu-
tions' decisions: faculty expertise on the subjects on which
decisions are to be made and a right to participate by those
whose interests are at stake ("A Dialogue" 1983, p. 9).
Two additional grounds are possible: (I) that those whose
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cooperation is essential to the effectiveness of a campus
have the right to participate, and (2) that those whose
efforts create and sustain institutional activity have the
right to participate (Keeton 1971, chap. 1).

Participation, legitimacy, and satisfaction
The literature about higher education faculty suggests a rel-
atively strong relationship between faculty participation
and faculty satisfaction (Anderson 1983; Kamber 1984;
Millen 1978; Mortimer, Gunne, and Leslie 1976). The most
marked declines in faculty morale have been found at insti-
tutions where faculty perceive their role in institutional
governance and planning has been significantly reduced
(Anderson 1983). Faculty react in a strongly negative fash-
ion to perceptions of a reduced role in institutional decision
making because these perceptions suggest a totally dis-
tasteful image of faculty professional life and because they
perceive such reductions to be a result of loss of adminis-
trative faith in the ability of faculty to help guide institu-
tional affairs (Kamber 1984).

Faculty generally will not regard decisions as legiti-
mately made if faculty have had no significant role in the
making of those decisions, and, further, they are likely to
resist the implementation of those decisions. A systematic
study of eight community colleges, state colleges, anu star
universities, for example, compared levels of faculty par-
ticipation in decision making with legitimacy of that deci-
sion making (Mortimer, Gunne, and Leslie 1976). On each
campus, the legitimacy that facaLy assigned to decision
making in any given issue (including, for example, curricu-
lum and merit raises) was closely related to the level of
faculty participation in that area.

Of course, increases in the levels of faculty participation
will not in every instance lead to increased faculty satisfac-
tion. Increases in participation may lead to decreases in
satisfaction if unrealistically high expectations are held
of the results of that participation or if the participation
becomes unduly burdensome (Helsabeck 1973, p. 58). It is
also quite possible, however, that increased participation
will result in lowered expectations as experienced partici-
pants b.:come more realistic about the limits of organiza-
tional change (Cohen and March 1974).

Faculty Participation in Decision Making 7
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Situational theories of leadership and participation in higher
education
Applying the Vroom-Yetton model of leadership behavior
to higher education would lead to a more frequent prescrip-
tion of participative leadership styles than in other organi-
zational settings (Vroom 1983). The relatively long time
avallable for many higher education decisions would also
permit the adoption of more participative proc-qes. It is
also likely that the situations a higher educatit - ader
faces will call for a range of leadership styles that range
from a very high degree of employee participation to no
employee participation (Vroom 1983).

The application of the factors in the V room-Yetton
model in hizher education settings frequently lead, to tile
choice of depending heavily on faculty participation. Uni
versity leaders are unlikely to possess all of the informa-
tion necessary to make many decisions because of tae high
levels of specialization in a university. Problems are likely
to be highly unstructured as a result of the lack of repeti-
tiveness in the decisions that need to be made. Acceptance
of decis' Is by faculty is usually crucial to effective imple-
mentation because formal control procedures are relatively
absent and because faculty behavior is subject to low
observability. Finally, the acceptability of an autocratic
decision is likely to be low on any if lie faculty have identi-
fied as important and about which ooniors significantly
differ (Vroom 1983).

Some statistically oriented studies, however, raise ques-
tions about the extent of the relationship between leader
ship approach and job satisfaction, as only small pu.itive
correhtions have been found (,- et 1972; Wieland and
Bachman 1966, both cited in Finkelstein 1984, pp. 145-46).

Quality of work life in higher education
Higher education scholars have recently suggested that the
quality of work life perspective that has been developed
primarily in business settings be applied to higher educa-
tion. Higher education inaitutions should work toward the
establishment of more explicit oganizational development
approaches based on a modification of the organization
theory and actual organizational practices developed in
business settings (Bess 1983). The widely held assumption
that it is important to ensure t'e quality of work lite in the
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academic workplace and thus ensure the quality and pro-
ductivity of the institution's instructional and other pro-
grammatic services makes it necessary to improve the
quality of work life by providing additional opportunities
for participation to strengthen faculty morale and organiza-
tional vitality (Austin and Gamson 1983). The findings of
an empirically based national study of the conditions of
faculty life in a broad range of institutions suggests that, in
the .1-1980s, the satisfactions and frustrations of faculty
life hang in an uneasy balanc that, in general, condi-
tions seem to be improving 4i. most research universities
and liberal arts colleges (Bowen and Schuster Forthcom.
ing).

Faculty satisfaction with departmental participation
The fact that faculty are concerned about autonomy and
about participation has been frequently addressed in the
literature (Austin and Gamson 1983, pp. 32-34). The pri-
mary means through which faculty have frequently sought
influence, especially at research-oriented universities, is
through establishing the departmental unit as a nearly
autonomous unit.

Within the department, a decision-making structure and
understandings are developed that provide for broad par-
ticipation by all departmental members and for the leader-
ship of the departmental chair. The typical departmental
meeting and committee structure provides the primary
opportunity for participation for most faculty members
(Brown 1977; Tucker 1981). Of course, the departmental
chair's approach to leadership varies according to the insti-
tution and the situation. Generally, faculty members are
likely to express greater job satisfaction if they perceive
their department chair's leadership style as being participa-
tory ;Finkelstein 1984, pp. 145-46).

F:.culty members typically view effective and meaningful
participation at the departmental level to be a major source
of professional satisfaction, and they view departmental
staff meetings as the most useful participatory device a
higher education institutim provides. Faculty most nearly
achieve their conception of a group of independent profes-
sionals running their own affairs when they actively partici-
pate in a relatively .utonomous departmental unit (Dykes
1968, p 30).

Faculty Particidation in Decision Making 9
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Concluding Analysis
The rationale for extensive faculty participation in institu-
tional decision making rests on the reasons for employees'
participation in any organization plus additional reasons
based on the specific character of the faculty role in higher
education.

The generic organization theory provides an extensive
catalog of reasons why participation in organizational deci-
sion making can improve employees' satisfaction and per-
formance while also noting circumstances under which
broad participation may be impossible or disadvantageous.
This catalog is expanded for the higher education setting
with the addition of the special role of participation in fac-
ulty members' image of their professional lives and their
views of a right to participate. Faculty tend to accord little
legitimacy to institutional decisions that appear to have
been made with no faculty involvement and frequently
resist the implementation of those policies.

Situational factors strongly affect the relationship
bet .veen participation and performance; thus, the best
approach to participation and leadership depends on the
circumstances. Applying generic models of leadership
behavior leads to a more frequent prescription of participa-
tive leadership styles in higher education than in other
organizational settings because higuer education problems
are highly unstructured, because leaders do not have all
the necessary information, and because acceptance of deci-
sions by faculty is crucial to the effective implementation
of decisions.

A significant portion of recent organization theory,
whose insights are drawn primarily on business experi-
ence, has focused e- iployees' satisfaction and the qual-
ity of work life as valued outcomes in their own right. A
similar literature on the higher education workplace has
begun to develop.
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ALTERNATE TYPES OF PARTICIPATION

The norm of separate jurisdictions for faculty and adminis-
trative decision making that was widely held during the
1950s and early 1960s was replaced during the late 1960s
with norms typically described as "shared authority." This
chapter describes the norms of separate jurisdictions and
some of their limitations in practice and analyzes the con-
cepts of shared authority as reflected in statements of blue
ribbon commissions and study groups that examine the
concept in the late 1960s and early 1970s. It also includes
th concept of joint participation, which a number of ana-
lysts have offered in recent years as a useful modification
of shared authority.

Separate Jurisdictions
The landmark study, Governance of Colleges and Univer-
sities, refers to a dualism of otganizational structure
involving differing structure and participants for making
academic decisions than for making administrative (nona-
cademic) decisions (Corson 1960). Faculty play the central
role in making decisions about educational matters, while
administrators from outside academic areas make nonaca-
demic decisions. Within academic areas, faculty are
viewed as sharing fundamental premises about organiza-
tional purpose and process and as willing to receive new
information and ideas and fully consider and discuss alter-
natives before reaching a consensus.

The concept of separate jurisdictions, which draws upon
organizational dualism, views faculty as having a sphere of
relatively independent action. Advocates of separate juris-
dictions emphasize separate faculty deliberation and rec-
ommendations on all educational matters. Although no
institution has operated fully under the concept of sey. Irate
jurisdictions, some higher education faculties have oper-
ated with such concepts very much in mind. The primary
example is the faculty of the University of California at
Berkeley, which has totally embraced the concept of sepa-
rate jurisdictions and has been regarded as having achieved
an institutional role to be emulated by faculty at other
research universities. The Berkeley faculty has fashioned
the operation of its senate and related committees in a way
that emphasizes separateness. The senate excludes admin-
istrators from membership or ex officio service on commit-
tees and does not regularly seek background information
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from university administrators. Any communication that
has existed has been entirely informal and at best episodic
(McConnell and Edelstein 1977; Mortimer and McConnell
1978, pp. 89-96).

At least two serious problems with the operation of a
faculty governance system based on separate jurisdictions
became apparent at Berkeley and similar institutions by the
mid-1960s. First, the distinction between education and
noneducational issues did not hold up well in practice. Sec-
ond, the emphasis on separateness of jurisdictions discour-
aged attention to coordinating concerns of faculty and aca-
demic administrators (McConnell and Mortimer 1971).

The most obvious example of the lack of consensus over
what was an educational issue arose when students dis-
rupted campus activities to serve various political ends on
issues external to the campus. When university administra-
tors dtalt with those disruptions directly as noneducational
emergencies, faculty responded quite negatively, believing
that such administrative actions against students had vio-
latt,z1 norms of the academic community knd that the fac-
ulty should have a role in considering issues related to stu-
dents' conduct. Although faculty and students by no means
shared a fully common point of view, they agreed that mat-
ters of student conduct should not be a matter of adminis-
trative fiat (McConnell and Mortimer 1971). Putting aside
issues of student conduct, it was becoming increasingly
clear that many issues that were not strictly educational
had educational consequences and that some faculty
involvement in a broader area was desirable.

The lack of provision for direct coordination between
faculty and academic administrators provided the basic
ingredient for confrontation at the University of California
at Berkeley when administrators received recommenda-
tions that they had no role in formulating and that may not
have been examined at all with regard to feasibility
(McConnell and Mortimer 1971, p. 175). Based on the anal-
ysis of a number of campuses, including Berkeley, "Sepa-
rate faculty ana administrative jurisdictions hinder mutual
consultation, discourage administrative initiative, and pro-
vide little opportunity for persuasive leadership"
(McConnell and Mortimer 1971, p. 177).
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Shared Authority
Two major policy statements on academic governance
issued in the mid-1960s reflect the ideal that authority for
decision making should be shared among the constituen-
cies of a higher education institution (American Associa-
tion for Higher Education 1967; AAUP/ACE/AGB 1966).
The AAUP/ACE/AGB statement calls for a recognition of
the community of interest among the various partiesthe
board of trustees, administration, faculty, students, and
other groups. It endorses the need for participation of fac-
ulty members, administrative officers, and governing
boards in determining "general education policy" and pro-
poses "joint endeavor" in selecting a president and
appointing other academic officers, in long - rage planning,
in budgeting, in conducting external relations, and in pre-
paring plans for physical facilities. Asserting that faculty
have primary responsibility for the curriculum, methods of
instruction, research, faculty status, ciegyee requirements,
and some aspects of student life, the statement reaches two
conchtsions with regard to joint effort: (1) The initiating
capacity and decision-making capabilities of all institu-
tional components are needed in all important areas of
institutional decision making at one time or other, and (2)
the weight of the voice of each component should vary
from one issue to the next, depending upon the responsibil-
ity of the various parties for the particular matter at hand
(AAUP/ACE/AGB 1966).

Shared authority is equally central to the report of the
Task Force on Faculty Representation and Academic
Negotiation (American Association for Higher Education
1967). Reflecting its primarily faculty base, the report
makes some very specific recommendations to enhance the
faculty decision-making role and classifies the relative
extent of administrative and faculty participation in deci-
sion making along a five-zone continuum, with administra-
tive dominance at one end and faculty dominance at the
other. The middle zone is termed the "shared authority"
zone, in which both faculty and administration exercise
"effective influence" on different issues. Under a system
of shared authority, the task force sees faculty and admin-
istration exercising a differential level of influence, depend-
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ing on the nature of the matter at hand and suggesting that
the means faculty use to assert influence will vary from
campus to campus, depending on local circumstances.
More specifically, the task force views delegation of decision-
making authority to an academic senate and collective
bargaining as varied kinds 1 shared authority having impli-
cations that would be quite different in a number of regards
(American Association for Higher Education 1967).

Two other major reports about campus governance that
stressed shared authority appeared in the early 1970s
(Assembly on University Goals and Governance 1971; Car-
negie Commission 1973). Emphasizing the importance of a
division of authority among various groups, broad sharing
of information, and a well-defined system of accountabil-
ity, the report of the assembly maintained that "good gov-
ernance depends on a reasonable allocation of responsibili-
ties that makes the structure of authority credible for all
groups" (Assembly 1971, p. 24). The report asserted that
presidential leadership is quite important and that the pres-
idential office should be strengthened to provide faculty
leadership and to represent the overall interests of the uni-
versity. It urged faculty members to give more attention to
the work of faculty committees and faculty senates. And to
ensure that academic administrators remain responsive to
faculty perspectives, the report advocated a 12-year limit
on administrative service (Assembly 1971).

The latter report, in its analysis of priority problems of
higher education, included a significant treatment of the
faculty role in governing board deliberations. The commis-
sion advocated faculty and student membership on appro-
priate board committees or, at the very minimum, an
arrangement for joint consultation. Like the Assembly on
University Goals and Governance, it asked that faculty
from other institutions be considered for membership on
governing boards. The commission also proposed that fac-
ulty members and students be involved in an advisory
capacity in both the initial presidential appointment and in
the review process following a term of presidential service
(Carnegie Commission 1973).

Although a number of institutions and additional national
commissions and committees issued reports in the late
1960s and early 1970s that embodied some significant
aspects of concepts of shared authority (see Carnegie Com-
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mission 1973, app. C), none of the reports define precisely
how authority should be shared. Such task forces and rec-
ommending groups have generally achieved consensus by
avoiding highly specific statements; the strict sharing of
authority works only in the absence of serious conflict
(Richardson 1974). Statements on shared authority, how-
ever, even if not fully operationalizable, serve as important
assertions that those affiliated with higher education insti-
tutions wish to emphasize that this approach should be
used whenever possible (p. 349).

The normative statements presented in these reports
provide a useful basis for understanding the general norms
and pi eferences of the academic community with regard to
the sharing of authority. They must also be regarded as
having most of the shortcomings of the literature on aca-
demic and institutional governance. That literature has a
number of problems (Hines and Hartmark 1980). It gener-
ally provides prescriptions that are operable only under
ideal circumstances, limits itself to the formal apparatus of
academic senates and their decisions, and provides little
insight about the dynamics of campus political processes.
It also provides little insight into patterns of conflict and
consensus, about informal decision making, and about
shifts in patterns of political dynamics (Hines and Hart-
mark 1980; O'Neil 1971).

The joint AAUP/ACE/AGB statement also has flaws:
It is nondescriptive of practice at most institutions; it
does not take into account adversary decision-making
approaches inherent in collective bargaining for faculty;
and it does not take into account relationships external to
the campus (Mortimer and McConnell 1978, pp. 270-73).
Shared authority was not the dominant pattern at most
institutions in the mid- 1970s, even on issues of most direct
interest to faculty. Principles of shared governance were
found to some extent at research universities, other univer-
sities, and a few selective liberal arts colleges but not at
other types of institutions. And at some especially presti-
gious research universities, faculty seemed to prefer sepa-
rate jurisdictions. Further, the 1966 statement did not
directly address the subject of faculty relations with sys-
tem-level and state-level authorities (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978).
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Joint Participation
Much of the literature of the last 10 years focuses less on
the specifics of how authority is to be shared and more on
new approaches for encouraging joint participation of fac-
ulty and administrators, with special emphasis on exten-
sive administrative consultation with faculty over the
broad range of institutional decisions. What is needed, for
example, is ". . . well-established procedures that guaran-
tee constituents effective roles in decision making and
implementation" (Powers and Powers 1983, p. 3). An
approach that emphasizes joint participation both provides
campus constituencies a greater role. in decision making
and preserves essential hierarchies (p. 4). In a joint partici-
pation approach, faculty and administrators share other
things than authority: the opportunity to participate, the
information necessary to participate effectively, access to
decision makers, an opportunity to influence decisions, the
responsibility to develop a perspective broader than nar-
rowly defined individual or group self-interest, and the
responsibility to take at least some of the advice received
(Newman and Mortimer 1985).

in contrast to the concepts of separate jurisdiction and
shared authority, which assert that one group or another
has the primary interest on a particular subject, joint par-
ticipation more explicitly recognizes the legitimate inter-
ests of a number of groups (Mortimer and McConnell 1978,
p. 270; Powers and Powers 1983, pp. 3-4). In joint partici-
pation, codification of the historical faculty role is also
regarded as possibly deleterious to a strong faculty stance
for two overlapping but different reasons. First, such codi-
fication may hamper the broad potential influence of fac-
ulty, as no listing can be all-inclusive, and if not listed, an
area is likely to be considered under implied administrative
jurisdiction (Powers and Powers 1983, pp. 120-21). Sec-
ond, faculty increasingly realize that they now wish to par-
ticipate in a number of decision areas (the most notable of
which is budgetary and financial) where faculty have his-
torically not been active or asserted a major role and that
joint participation is therefore desirable (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978, p. 271).

Proponents of joint participation view strong administra-
tve leadership as not only consistent with broad faculty
participation in institutional decision making but also nec-
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essary for providing the framework and environment in
which that participation can be most effective (Mortimer
and McConnell 1978; Powers and Powers 1983). Strong
institutional leadership is needed for administrators and
faculty to work jointly toward clearer definitions of and
attainment of institutional goals.

Concluding Analysis
Alternate types of faculty participation in institutional deci-
sion making are separate jurisdictions, shared authority,
and joint participation. In the case of separate jurisdic-
tions, faculty are viewed as having a sphere of relatively
independent action on educational issues. Although faculty
at a few major research universities held these concepts as
ideal, no institution fully operates under such understand-
ings, and recent higher education literature only rarely
makes use of such concepts.

Concepts of shared authority stress that faculty and
administrators should share authority in most areas, with
primary responsibility varying depending on the subject
area. Although such statements provide a useful basis for
understanding the general preferences of the academic
community, they are now generally regarded as workable
only in the absence of significant conflict. In the 1980s,
writers avoid specifying the distribution of authority among
the parties, thus assigning shared authority roughly the
same meaning as joint participation.

Joint participation focuses less on the specifics of how
authority is to be shared and more on approaches for
encouraging the joint participation of faculty and adminis-
trators over the broad range of institutional decisions. Its
primary strengths are its avoidance of too narrow a codifi-
cation of the areas of faculty involvement and its explicit
recognition of the intcrests of other campus constituencies.
The primary source of faculty discomfort with this type of
participation is its explicit recognition of the necessity of
organizational hierarchy.
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PARTICIPATION IN ACADEMIC SENATES

Most higher education institutions have an academic sen-
ate in which faculty members hold a majority of the seats
and that is intended to serve, as a whole and through its
committees, a number of significant legislative, advisory,
or forensic functions (Mortimer and McConnell 1978). In a
few areas, the most notable of which is curriculum, senates
have quasi-formal authority. Senate authority on most
issues is the functional authority of providing advice to the
university administration with the expectation that reasons
will be given when administrative officers take a course of
action different from that advised by the senate. Finally,
senates provide an opportunity for the public discussion of
a wide range of issues important to the academic commu-
nity but on which no immediate institutional decision must
be reached (Mortimer and McConnell 1978, pp. 27-30).

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, faculty pushed
hard to strengthen the academic senate as an avenue for
influence on institutional policy. The report of the Task
Force on Faculty Representation and Academic Negotia-
tion gave the greatest visibility to that faculty initiative. It
advocated shared authority between faculty and adminis-
trators to be exercised primarily through an academic sen-
ate in which faculty members would constitute a clear
majority (American Association for Higher Education
1%7). During that period, attention was also focused on
mechanisms for students' participation in university deci-
sion making and the extremely divisive issues raised by
social upheaval in general and disruptive student behavior
on campus in particular (Millet 1978). Optimism that a
stronger academic senate was the key to greater faculty
participation and more effective faculty influence was rela-
tively widespread during that period.

Analysis and evaluation of the extent to which academic
senates have been a useful mechanism for faculty partici-
pation and influence were significant elements of the litera-
ture on faculty senates during the 1960s and 1970s and
became even more prominent in the mid-1970s, as extreme
optimism about the potential of senates began to wane.
Aspects of concern about academic senates can be grouped
into five broad categories: (1) representativeness of faculty,
(2) clarity of the voicc, of faculty separate from that of
other campus constituencies, (3) decision-making approach
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and style, (4) viability in collective bargaining, and (5)
overall effectiveness.

Representativeness of Faculty
The faculty as a whole will view decisions made by aca-
demic senates as legitimate only if the senate is viewed as
including a representative cross-section of institutional fac-
ulty (Mortimer and McConnell 1978). Among the criteria
for representativeness are eligibility for membership, struc-
ture of the senate, and patterns of committee service
(p. 31).

The basic definition of "faculty" varies from institution
to institution. On one hand, some institutions include
nearly all instructional faculty and academic professionals.
Others, mostly research universities, limit eligibility for the
senate to ranked tenure-track or tenured faculty. The for-
mer definition provides a broader base of campus legiti-
macy, but the latter definition probably fosters a moire
cohesive sense of faculty identity (Mortimer and Mc-
Connell 1978, pp. 31-32).

Senates use a variety of structural arrangements (Mason
1972). Some are structured as town meetings, others as
elected bodies of representatives. The town meeting has
been and continues to be the typical structure for senates
of small institutions. Although the rationale for a represen-
tative body is quite strong at larger institutionsthe result
of the size of the faculty and the com'lexity of senate
affairssome large public research universities (the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley and the University of Wis-
consin at Madison, for example) retained a town meeting
form of senate until the early 1970s. The retention of that
format at those institutions clearly underlines the appeal of
the town meeting even in the largest and most complex
institutions because of the strong current in faculty culture
emphasizing the involvement of the individual faculty
member in institutional decision making (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978, pp. 32-36).

As a result of problems encountered with the town meet-
ing form, 'own meeting senates had been transformed into
elected bodies at most institutions except very small liberal
arts colleges by the mid-1970s. Town meetings were
viewed as easy for a small minority to manipulate, as gen-
erating unusual hostility between factions, and as providing
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an environment encouraging to faculty "showmen" but
discouraging to many faculty representing the most
"humane" values (Mortimer and McConnell 1978, p. 36).

A related question concerns committee service and
whether it is concentrated in the hands of a few activists. A
review of a number of analyses of committee configura-
tions at various campuses during the early 1970s, found
that committee service at many institutions was concen-
trated by rank, sex, and academic discipline (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978). The young, women, and minorities
rarely served on significant committees, suggesting that
those patterns of concentration of committee service seem
connected with informal patterns of selection of committee
members and hence the need for more systematic selection
(pp. 36-39). In fact, during the late 1970s and early 1980s,
committee service has become significantly less concen-
trated at many institutions.

Voice of Faculty
Issues about the extent to which senates are constructed in
a fashion to provide a clear faculty voice have evolved as
changes have occurred in senate membership bases. In an
earlier period when most senates included only faculty, the
major issue on many campuses was the extent to which
administrators should participate in senate affairs. The
opposition to administrative involvement in senate commit-
tees emphasized the need for a pure faculty voice on mat-
ters of primary interest to faculty. Supporters of direct
administrative involvement in academic senate committees
pointed out that in the absence of such involvement little
administrative commitment to carry out decisions is likely,
and "Joint deliberation, negotiation, and shared decision
making are preferable to disjunctive and adversarial rela-
tions" (McConnell and Mortimer 1971, p. 50).

During the 1970s, faculty started to express concerns
about whether broadening the membership base to include
additional campus constituencies had led to a diminution of
the faculty voice on issues of primary faculty interest. The
most specific complaints focused on student and other non-
faculty involvement in the areas of curriculum and faculty
tenure and promotion, accepted at most institutions as
areas of strong faculty authority (Mil lett 1978, p. 225).
Recently, sentiment has grown on some campuses for a
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configuration that provides a senate to each major campus
constituency, which could then deliberate for itself within
its own senate. Provision would also be made for some
institutional mechanism for debating issues between con-
stituencies (Spitzberg 1984, p. 17a).

Faculty are likely to give continuing attention to con-
structing senates so as to provide for clearer expression of
the faculty voice. Although faculty at some institutions
may atte,ipt to return the senate to a narrower base
(Meyer 1985), the formal institutional rejection of a broadly
based senate is unlikely to occur at many institutions in the
foreseeable future. Faculty are therefore likely to seek
other alternatives, including that of a faculty caucus within
the institutional senate that meets regularly to deliberate on
issues of primary interest to faculty.

Decision-Making Orientation
Commentators on the decision-making processes of aca-
demic senates express concerns about maintaining vigor-
ous debate and approaching decision making primarily on a
consensual basis. Proceeding on the basis of direct obser-
vation of senate patterns and on reviews of the literaLre,
observers note difficulties likely to arise in the first regard
when an academic senate has a large number of members.
If a large senate wants to do useful work, it needs to divide
itself into a number of internal task forces (Hodgkinson
1974, p. 140). Although senates must be large enough to
keep them from being monopolized by a single faction,
they must be small enough to permit vigorous debate on
substantive issues (McConnell and Mortimer 1971, p. 166).

Failures to achieve consensus in senate practice have
been described and explained in a variety of ways. During
the early and mid-1970s, shortcomings were described pri-
marily in terms of overt politicization and extreme faction-
alism (Balderston 1974, p. 86; Mortimer and McConnell
1978, p. 268). More recently, commentators have focused
on voting in faculty decision-making bodies as central to
the deficiency (Nichols 1982b, p. 8; Powers and Powers
1983). A style emphasizing voting fosters an environment
where decisions are made by narrow majorities, leaving
substantial minorities of the faculty strongly dissatisfied
(Nichols 1982b, p. 8). Others caution, however, that a lack
of full consensus should not be equated with lack of con-
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sultation or attempts at reaching consensus, as higher edu-
cation institutions have historically sought to accommodate
diversity within a broad consensual framework (Chait
I 982b).

Collective Bargaining Setting
The impact of collective bargainingon the functioning of
academic senates is the major focus of that portion of the
literature on unionization that deals with matters other
than wages, hours, and working conditions. The literature
identifies models of union/senate interaction, actual prac-
tices categorized in terms of those models, advantages and
disadvantages of contractualizing the status of senates, and
sources of stability and instability in the current dominant
pattern of relationship.

Three models of union/senate interaction have been
identified: the cooperative model, the competitive model,
and the cooptative model. In the cooperative model (some-
times referred to as the dual-track model), both union and
senate retain their independence and control their own
jurisdictions with little interference. In the competitive
model, the union and senatr compete for support of faculty
and for the right to control aecisions over major issues. 1

the cooptative model, the senate ceases to exist as a senate
and is either folded into the union or abolished (Garbarino
1975, pp. :45-49).

The cooperative or dual-track model has been identified
as the dominant model in practice for institutions having
single campus bargaining units. Differentiation of the two
tracks has been clearest at institutions where the academic
senate was strong before collective bargaining and where
intracampus conflict within the faculty and with adminis
tratorF is relatively low (Mortimer and McConnell 1978,
pp. 84-85). Academic senates have concentrated on mat-
ters of bcsi academic policy and have historically not
been inv- .d in questions of wages, hours, and working
conditions. On those few campuses where senates had
been involved in employment questions before unioniza-
tion, senates withdrew from ikvolvement after the selec-
tion of a collective bargaining agent. Unions frequently
have not sought involvement in the areas of traditional sen-
ate concentration because they saw no advantage in doing
so (Baldndge, Kemerer, and associates 198!; Johnstone
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:981; Lee 1978; Mortimer and Richardson 1977).
Although faculty unions have frequently been concerned

about maintaining the academic senate, that concern has
not typically been directly reflected in collective bargaining
agreements because of the union belief that collegial gover-
nance traditions depend heavily on an info' dal delegation
of powers by trustees and administration and that a request
to formalize would probably engender a strong trustee and
administrative impulse to reserve as much power as possi-
ble. Some leaders of faculty unions still argue, however,
that the position of the faculty senate should be protected
by specific provisions in state collective bargaining laws or
in the negotiated collective bargaining contract ("Four
Issues" 1982, pp. 9A-11A).

Factors providing some stability to a dual-track model
during the 1970s were faculty and union preferences,
administrative preferences, and a legal environment
restricting the scope of bargaining (Baldridge, Kemerer,
and associates 1981; Lee 1978; Mortimer and Richardson
1977). The Carnegie Council, especially, favored limiting
the scope of bargaining to economic issues and securing
statutory provisions protecting collegial decision areas
(1997). On the other hand, certain factors tend to increase
competition between the academic senate and the coffee-
tiv. bargaining agent: a high level of intrafaculty conflict
and a bargaining unit broader than ranked tenured and
tenure-track faculty (Mortimer and McConnel 1978, pp.
84-85).

Although observing a relatively stable dual-track system
on most campuses during the 1970s, most analysts identi-
fied factors that are likely to contribute to instability in sen-
ate/union relations by the late 1980s. Observed increases in
conflict in the external environment of `1.igher education are
likely to add new strains to internal relationships (Bald-
ridge, Kemerer, and associates 198, p. 8). A number of
forces will also tend to broaden the scope of bargaining and
thus bring unions into areas where academic senates have
traditionally been involved. The scope of bargai,..ng is
likely to broaden on the basis of case-by case interpreta-
tions of legal restrictions and as a response to the realities
of bargaining relationships (Begin 1978). As the scope of
bargaining has broadened after about 10 years in othe.
professions that have experience with collective bargain-
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ing, such broadening may well begin to occur at a number
of higher education institutions in the near future (Clark
1981). In a period when economic concessions are not
forthcoming, unions are likely to seek new areas in which
to gain new benefits for their members but will have diffi-
culty in finding new P-eas that do not involve making pain-
ful decisions 11(emerer and Baldridge 1981). Although
m' ins have frequently regarded retrenchment as a painful
decision area to be avoided, they have more recently
become more directly involved, to the frustration of aca-
demic senates (Jacobsen 1984).

On the whole, the literature on c;,llective bargaining in
higher education that analyzes the experience of the 1970s
suggests that academic senates that were viable before col-
lective bargaining have usually also been viable since the
advent of collective bargaining. In light of the likelihood of
an increasingly broad scope of collective bargaining on
many campuses in the future, competition between aca-
demic senates and collective bargaining agents may well
increase to thr serious disadvantage of academic senates.
The continued existence of the dual-track model on most
campuses depends on the extent to which unions find util-
ity in the continued existence of senates and senate
involvement on various topics rather than to the strength
of the 'ademic senate in dealing with union opposition
(Lee 1: 0, pp. 28-29).

Overall Effectiveness
A reasonable evaluation of the effectiveness of academic
senates is based on the extent to which senates and senate
committees are influential on matters on which they spend
the greatest portion of their time the primary focus of
senates has been core academic policy and the protection
of a significant extent of departmental autonomy (Angell
1978; Johnson and Mortimer 197 '; Lee 1978).

Two reports on studies of the faculty role and senate
influence at selected institutions in the early and middle
1970s use different research methodology, employ different
institutional taxonomies, and include somewhat different
research findings. The first is based on a major research
project conducted at the Stanford Center for Research a.id
Development in Teaching (Baldridge et al. 1978). The sec-
ond is based on a set of case studies prepared by campus-
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based analysts; the overall framework and subsequent
analysis were provided oy the study director (Mil lett 1978).
Both studies differentiate between faculty influence and tl.z
senate mechanism as one possible mechanism for that
influence, and both conclude that faculty are quite in-
fluential at major research universities. In one study, that
influence was primarily in academic departments with a
moderately strong senate dealing with the very limited
number i.,f academic matters that are actually left for reso-
lution at the institutional level (Baldridge et al. 1978). Mil -
lett found strong faculty influence at other universities with
well-established graduate missions but a lesser research
orientation. Baldridge et al. found the highest levels of fac-
ulty participation in campus governance and the strongest
academic senates at elite liberal arts colleges, where fac-
ulty participated actively in departments and in the institu-
tional senate. Both studies found relatively weak faculty
participation and weak senates at nonelite private liberal
arts colleges and at public comprehensive institutions and
public colleges. Most of the latter were of relatively recent
origin or in the midst of transformation from teachers col-
leges. Little faculty participation and weak or nonexistent
senates were the rule at most community colleges (Bald-
ridge et al. 1978).

As few empirically based studies of institutional gover-
nance and senates have been conducted since the mia-
1970s, little basis exists to test tnese conclusions in light of
more recent developments at a relatively broad range of
institutions. One recent examination suggests, however,
that the role of faculty was enhanced rather than dimin-
ished during 'he 1970s at a significa,it number of nonelite
liberal arts colleges (Finkelstein and Pfinister 1984).

Concluding Analysis
Faculty senates and their committee structures continue to
be a useful mechanism for caripuswide faulty participa-
tion at research universities, other universities with well-
established graduate missions. and elite liberal arts colleges
on core academic areas like curriculum and faculty tenure
and promotion They would appear to be 1Q,ss influential at
other types of higher education institutions.

Senates at large. institutions reflect a more representa-
tive cross-section of faculty in the 1980s than they did in
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the 1960s, because the elected representative format has
replaced the town meeting format and because committee
assipments now include greater numbers of junior faculty,
minorities, and women. Faculty remain uncomfortable
about the involvement of nonfaculty constituencies in
deliberations on many academic matters and are likely to
seek mechanisms an6 approaches that minimize that influ-
ence. Tensions between consensual norms and rule of the
majority for decision making continue to be noticeable in
senates as well as in other decisional settings on some cam-
puses. Collective bargaining has had little effect on coexist-
ing senates in the academic areas of primary senate influ-
ence but has excluded any pr:wious limited senate involve-
ment on matters of wages, hours, and working conditions.
Union/senate relations are likely to be more unstable in the
future as the result of external strains on institutions and
the broader scope of bargaining ordinarily associated with
the maturing of a collective bargaining relationship.
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PARTICIPATION BY FUNCTIONAL AREA

A substantial portion of the literature on faculty partici ra-
tion focuses on that participation in one particular func
tional area of university decision making. This chapter
reviews that literature with emphasis on patterns and range
of institutional practice, effect of participation, faculty sat-
isfaction and dissatisfaction, and experience with or sug-
gestions for new approaches. The first two functional areas
examined (curriculum design and faculty personnel status)
are areas where faculty historically have been very active
and influential participants. The other areas include selec-
tion and evaluation of university administrators, planning
(including strategic planning), budgeting, ano the special
case of planning for retrenchment (as well as financial exi-
gency).

Curriculum Design
Fdculty participation in determining the institu'ional curric-
ulum has deep historical roots; in most institutions, faculty
either control the curriculum or are the strongest influence
upon it (Levine 1978; Milieu 1978). FaccIty exercise pri-
mary influence in several curricular areas: establishment of
new degree requirements, development of courses satisfy-
ing those requirements, and development of course objec-
tives and course content (Millett 1978). The related areas
of instructional procedure and evaluation of students'
learning achievements are also primarily under faculty
influence (p. 28). The area of curriculum is the area of
greatest historic strength of campuswide senates. The aca-
demic senate, typically through a curriculum committee,
has exercised legislative or c 'slative authority over
the major curricular process le approval of new
courses (McConnell and Mortimer 1971, pp. 123-25).

Many faculty members and administrators have been
frustrated during the 1970s and 1980s by difficulties in win-
ning scpport for curricular change. Although a substantial
portion of institutional faculty strongly believe that the cur-
riculum needs significant change, faculty are also identified
as the primary barrier to change because of inertia caused
b.,' disciplinary orientation, internal divisions, and a pro-
cess that accords them veto power (Levine 1978, p. 425).

Increased interest in the function of and administrative
leadership provided curriculum committees has resulted
from strong desires to reformulate and reinvigorate the

. . . Faculty
are also
identified as
the primary
barrier to
change
because of
inertia caused
by disciplinary
orientation,
internal
divisions, and
. . . veto
power.
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general education portion of the undergraduate curriculum.
Clark Kerr, for example, emphasizes the importance of
vigorous administrative leadership, especially at the presi-
dential level, as he believes that the faculty is not the pri-
mary constituency for liberal learning (1984). The recent
reinvigoration of general education at a number of institu-
tions shows that faculty committees have acted construc-
tively, if not necessarily taking the initiative (Spitzberg
1984). Faculty must act responsibly and take further initia-
tives with regard to the cumculum, and they must be
extremely restrained in the use of their effective veto on
curriculum matters (p. 18a).

Faculty Personnel Status
Faculty at most institutions participate in making decisions
on the most significant matters relating to faculty status,
assisting in recruiting new faculty members; approving
backgrounds of candidates for appointment; setting faculty
performance standards and participating within their disci-
plines in peer review on matters of tenure, promotion, and
dismissal; and sitting on committees to hear faculty griev-
ances (Fortunato and Waddell 1981, p. 9). Such activities
are the operation of the concept of faculty responsibility
for determining its own membership. The extent of accep-
tance and operation of the concept varies a great deal,
depending on institutional mission, level of institutional
maturity, sources of support, and legal status and history
(Commission on Academic Tenure 1973, chap. 1; Smith
1978).

The organizing concepts and structures underlying the
policies and procedures of the most mature and compre-
hensive universities incluue peer selection and review the
principle of merit, the principle of tenure, a set of checks,
balances, and constraints, and a climate of consultation
(Smith 1978, pp. 5-10). The faculty and administration
must address certain faculty personnel issues if the integ-
rity of the tenure system is to be maintained: (1) tenure
density and the inflexible base of faculty expertise; (2) bal-
ancing the claims of society, the institution, and the college
versus claims of the department and individual faculty
members; and (3) increased codification resulting from
increasing external intervention. Faculty must work with
administrators to find some level of institutional flexibility
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in the assignment of resources while continuing strong sup-
port of the tenure system. A carelessly drawn procedure
for dealing with the inflexibility of the tenure system in
highly tenured units would probably lead to the same con-
sequences thit would flow from simple abandonment of the
tenure system (Smith 1978, pp. 10-13).

The Keast Commission, which was sponsored by the
American Association of University Professors and the
Association of American Colleges, proposed campus staff
plans as a way to retain both tenure and flexibility. Such
rolling plans should be prepared and reviewed annually and
should be developed through joint faculty/administration
consultation (Commission on Academic Tenure 1973,
p. 47). Although such staff plans have not been widely
adopted, a variation of the concept was successful in the
Illinois Regency Universities System, where the "plans"
were used as a reporting and predicting instrument (Groves
1981). The "plans" have met many of the expectations of
the Board of Regents, but extensive consultation between
faculty and administrators at all levels has failed to materi-
alize. Faculty have not seriously contested the lack of a
significant consultative role, probably because of some fac-
u!ty discomfort with participation in this activity as well as
the lack of secrecy and implementation force of the plans
(Groves 981).

Faculty members have a long-standing and well-
established role in appellate procedures relating to peer
review in the processes for appointment, promotion, and
awarding of tenure. The grievances of faculty members are
frequently handled by an appeals panel or mediator drawn
from the faculty. Wide consultation with a broadly based
group of faculty is regarded as especially important when
developing campuswide statements on responsibility, due
process, and rights to appeal (Powers and Powers 1983,
pp. 97-103).

Collective bargaining has not resulted, at most institu-
tions, in major changes in approaches to or procedures for
tenure. Faculty personnel decisions are generally handled
by a faculty committee separate from both the unit.: and
the senate (Lee 1982, pp. 80-81). Although formal griev-
ances filed under collective bargaining contracts do not
appear to have reduced faculty participation in academic
decision making, arbitrary decisions have - .ietimes posed
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problems for traditions of academic peer evaluation, as it is
difficult for arbitrators to separate procedural judgment
from substantive judgment (Lee 1978, pp. 37-38). One way
of preventing interference with peer judgment is to specify
carefully the remedial powers of arbitrators (Weisberger
1978, p. 7). As arbitrators become more experienced in
hearing and evaluating higher education grievances, they
may also become more familiar with characteristics of aca-
demic decision processes and may improve their abilities
to distinguish between procedural and substantive aca-
demic issues (Lee 1978, pp. 37-38).

As a result of external pressures, faculty personnel poli-
cies have broadened in scope from a relatively sparse for-
mulation of tenure and promotion requirements to a
broader set of regulations that also restrict faculty conduct
in certain regards. Many institutions have recently adopted
or are currently formulating regulations for areas like out-
side consulting, patents and copyrights, possible conflicts
of interest, allegations of fraud in research, professional
ethics, and faculty/student interaction (including the pre-
vention of sexual harassment). Assertions of a strong fac-
ulty role in institutional policy making in this area are now
beginning to appear in the higher education literature. For
example, joint deliberation by faculty and administration is
essential to the resolution of issues on regulation of faculty
conduct in a manner that minimizes the effect on the higher
education workplace as well as faculty resentment and dis-
satisfaction (Olswang and Lee 1984).

Selection and Evaluation of Administrators
The rationale for faculty participation in the selection and
evaluation of administratorsespecially deans, academic
vice presidents, and presidentshas been frequently
stated (Farmer 1978; Strohm 1980). Many faculty and
administrators support representative search and selection
committees as the best means of ensuring appropriate fac-
ulty participation in the selection of academic affairs
administrators. Some attention has also been given to pro-
cedures to provide an information flow from the faculty to
the committee members in the form of opinions or prefer-
ences. In one instance, the faculty of a business school's
expressed preferences for a dean's role were identified
through small group discussions and the administration of a
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questionnaire (Pol lay, Taylor, and Thompson 1976). The
approach not only increased faculty influence on the selec-
tion process but also set the political groundwork to ensure
a greater faculty role during the new dean's tenure in office
(Pollay, Taylor, and Thompson 1976).

The faculty's role in the selection of the president or
other chief executive become relatively well established
during the 1970s. By the late 1970s, over two-thirds of the
search and selection committees of higher education insti-
tutions included faculty, with public institutions more
likely to include faculty on such committees than private
institutions (Nason 1981, p. 121). A single heterogenous
search committee is more advantageous in two ways than a
board committee advised by separate committees for each
major campus constituency: First, months of working
together generate a sense of common purpose, and second,
the new president starts service with the support of the
various campus constituencies (Nason 1981, p. 121). Mem-
bers of the board of trustees generally regard faculty as
making an essential contribution to the presidential search
committee but as making little contribution to the broader
discussion frequently occurring in conjunction with presi-
dential selection about subjects like the possibility of the
institution's increasing its service to additional clienteles,
such as part-time adult students. Trustees have also noted
some special difficulties when candidates are from inside
the institution. Faculty haze occasionally been hesitant to
comment on an internal candidate but have also waged per-
sonal campaigns against other internal candidates (Robin-
son 1982). The commitment of presidential candidates to
faculty participation and their ability to manage the process
of consulting faculty and ether campus constituencies has
also become a major factor in pres. !_ential selection (Pow-
ers and Powers 1984).

Although the principle that the perspectives of faculty on
the performance of presidential incumbents should be con-
sidered in the review process is well accepted at many
institutions (Nason 1980), practices on how those perspec-
tives should be ascertained as well as other characteristics
of the review process for incumbent presidents are some-
what in.settled. The Commission on Strengthening Presi-
dential Leadership (sponsored by the Association of Gov-
erning Boards and funded by the Carnegie Corporation)
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focused on terms and conditions of the presidential posi-
tion that strain many incumbents and inhibit the recruit-
ment and retention of able administrative leaders (1984).
Noting problems of confidentiality in some past evalua-
tions, trustees are currently inclined toward evaluation
methods that preserve the privacy of the incumbent and do
not encourage open attack. Trustees see their ends as best
achieved by reviews conducted annually and informally
that involve the solicitation of the opinions of those faculty
who have direct and regular contact with the president.

Planning (Including Strategic Planning)
During the 1960s, faculty were not very interested in par-
ticipating in institutional planning because such activity
was typically quantitatively oriented and did not seem to
have any significant effect on educational policy (Pa lola,
Lehmann, and Blischke 1971). During the 1970s and 1980s,
however, planning has been seen as having a direct impact
on educational policy, and both administrators and faculty
have sought appropriate means to ensure that planning will
benefit from faculty insights and perspectives (Haas 1980).

The degree of faculty participation has varied according
to the type of planning involved, with faculty participation
greatest in activity focusing on academic programming,
especially on review of degree programs (Poulton 1980).
Limiting factors on faculty participation in planning above
the departmental level are shortage of time, complexities of
the task, and the lack of rewards (Poulton 1980).

During the late 1970s and the 1980s, institutionwide fac-
ulty committees have been heavily involved in the review
of proposals for new degree programs and in regular peri-
odic review of existing programs. In most institutional
cases in one study, faculty committees undertook thorough
review of new program proposals but in several instances
exhibited some tendency to pass on difficult decisions to
the campus administration and then to criticize the admin-
istration's decision (Barak 1982, p. 15).

Faculty participate in the review of existing programs
within their departmental unit when that unit is being
reviewed and as members of committees external to the
department when programs external to the department are
being reviewed. The particulars of structure vary a great
deal from campus to campus.
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Faculty have generally been hesitant to use criteria other
than narrowly academic criteria in the review of existing
academic programs, but they must acknowledge some eco-
nomic criteria in the coming years if they are to exercise
significant influence in program review and academic plan-
ning. In the climate of the 1980s, faculty should endorse
balanced program review conducted by faculty that weighs
both academic and financial considerations. Such review
would help protect against budgetarily motivated imbal-
ances in program expansions and contractions (Strohm
1983).

Universities have tried a number of structural arrange-
ments to highlight institutionwide planning and to empha-
size faculty participation at that level. During the 1970s,
West Virginia University provided special visibility by
establishing a University Council on Planning that included
nine faculty, three students, and three administrators serv-
ing ex officio. The university senate recommended two fac-
ulty for each seat to the pre' dent, and the president chose
from that list. Every effort v as made to emphasize the
expectation that council mzmbers would bring a broad per-
spective to university plans and issues and would serve as
representatives of the university rather than as representa-
tives of a particular constituency (Kieft 1978, pp. 27-28).

The literature on planning, which has grown rapidly dur-
ing the 1,970s and 1980s, describes a great variety of
approaches to strengthening planning. Two of these
approaches seem particularly amenable to faculty partici-
pationformal democratic planning and incentive plan-
ning. A formal democratic approach involves a comprehen-
sive planning process that requires all departments to sub-
mit their plans to the college and all colleges to submit
their plans to the central administration (Heydinger 1980).
Such a process depends on the creativity and vision of the
faculty of each department and assumes that simultaneous
consideration of each unit's plans will result in the emer-
gence of ideas best suited to the institution. The primary
appeal of this approach is its openness aid consistency
with the norms of academic governance, but it remains to
be seen whether the approach can live up to expectations
regarding effectiveness (Heydinger 1980). The National
Center for Higher Education Management Systems has
worked extensively on formal democratic approaches, pro-
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ducing a handbook on academic and program planning
(Kieft, Armijo, and Bucklew 1978) and two studies of the
implementation process ( Armijo et al. 1980; Kieft 1978).

Incentive planning builds on the belief that departmental
units that very directly involve faculty in decision making
will be most effective if they are free to design and select
their own path to a desired university goal. The central
administration must determine overall goals and mission
with appropriate input and participation and design incen-
tives responsive to that mission (Heydinger 1980). Incen-
tive planning has had some positive effects where imple-
mented but has not been widely adopted in higher educa-
tion because of complexities in designing incentives and
uncertainties about its impact on the core arts and science
disciplines (Heydinger 1980; Zemsky, Porter, and Oedel
1978).

Strategic planning is a recent variant on planning that
emphasizes to a greater extent than planning the opportuni-
ties and constraints flowing from environmental factors and
strong leadership from the chief executive. While recogniz-
ing the appropriateness of looking more closely at external
factors and emphasizing strong leadership, some analysts
of the planning process have expressed concern about
whether strategic planning assumes much in the way of
faculty participation and influence and about the nature of
likely future developments. The literature on strategic
planning is relatively new and thus still in the advocacy
stage but ultimately will be forced to come to grips with
questions on the implications for participation and leader-
ship style of more widespread or longer-term implementa-
tion (Miller 1983). Some alteration in the terminology and
perspective of strategic planning is necessary to more
accurately reflect the characteristics of higher education
(Cope 1981). If higher education were to call such planning
"open systems planning," for example, it might help foster
expectations for widespread and active involvement of fac-
ulty and other campus constituencies and help ri-!licately
adjust the underlying ideas (pp. 55-56). Others believe,
however, that faculty are unlikely to have much impact on
strategic planning (Bsldridge and Okimi 1982).

More definitive judgments about the adequacy of the
answers that the strategic planning literature and practice
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provide to questions of faculty participation and influence
must be reserved at this time. 1 hat literature does include
some elements of faculty participation (see, for example,
Caruthers and Lott 1981, pp. 47-63; and Keller 1983, pp.
61-62). What Keller terms "Joint Big Decision Commit-
tees" have been formed on some campuses as a way to
involve faculty in important strategic decisions; their work
and membership are widely known, but deliberations are
kept secret.

Whether Joint Big Decision Committees can provide for
significant faculty participation in strategic planning is
questionable. Given their smallness and the privacy of
their deliberations, such committees would exclude too
many potential participants who have special expertise or
are significantly affected by a decision; they might also
contribute to the atrophy of the academic senate (Powers
and Powers 1984). Overall, Joint Big Decision Committees
could hinder rather than help the development of a deci-
sion-making culture that provides for the broad involve-
ment of faculty. The question then becomes, "How can
necessary strategic planning be undertaken in participatory
fashion without creating permanent, exclusionary struc-
tures that may become counterproductive ?" (Powers and
Powers 1984, p. 50). One suggestion is to institutionalize
the institution's planning process and to promote a partici-
patory culture, replacing a single permanent committee
with a broad range of responsibilities with a series of tem-
porary or sometimes permanent committees with more nar-
rowly defined charges operating in the overall framework
provided by an umbrella committee. Committee delibera-
tions should be open and committee membership more
fluid (Powers and Powers 1984).

Budgeting
At most institutions, faculty do not participate much in or
have significant influence upon institutionwide budgetary
processes (Austin and Gamson 1983, p. 32; M. E. Brown in
"Four Issues" 1982, pp. 7A-8A; Lee 1978, p 42). This
low level of participation has some relationship to adminis-
trative resistance, but it can also be tied to deep faculty
ambivalence about participating in decisions for which they
may be blamed and about participating with students in
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decisions where the economic interests of faculty and stu-
dents may be strongly in conflict (Millen 1978, p:. 207-8,
227).

Both faculty and rew academic affairs adr tinistratot s are
handicapped in participating in the budgetary process by
their lack of knowledge of that process. A cooperative
effort between the American Association of University
Professors and the National Association of College and
University Budget Officers has resulted in a primer for
these new to the budgetary pro;ess. The primer (Meisinger
and Dubeck 1984) provides background on substantive
issues, process uynamics, and technical tools, emphasizing
that questions of how faculty members can influence the
budgetary process involve a number of irterrelated factors.
The authors recognize that knowledge of the climate in
which events occur, the sequence of events, and budgetary
actors is a necessary but not sufficient condition to influ-
ence the process. Over time, participants become more
skilled in and sophisticated about how to phrase and raise
questions so as to maximize their impact. As it frequently
takes two to three years for an individual to be sufficiently
knowledgeable to make a major contribution and have a
significant impact, frequent turnover on campuswide bud-
getary committees tends to significantly reduce the oppor-
tunity for effective faculty participation and influence
(M.. singer and Dubeck 1984, chap. 4).

Three broad categories encompass most of the questions
asked by prticipants in buegeting: expenditure plans,
sources of revenue, and hidden costs. As priorities affect-
ing programs and activities are the heart of the budget, a
number of useful questions might be asked about such
priorities. Questions focus on variations in workload and
technology, the methodology for determining faculty and
staff salary adjustments, the effect on programmatic qual-
ity cf using part-time and temporary faculty, and alternate
ways of administering sabbaticals (Meisinger and Dubeck
1984, cnap. 4).

University budgets have some flexibility, and they
encourage the use of certain strategies to meet a fiscal cri-
sis. Sources of flexibil;` / include creating a central pool of
resources, using temporary or part-time faculty, and engag-
ing in sponsored research and training (Meisinger and
Dubeck 1984, chap. 5). Strategies for meeting a fiscal crisis
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are grouped into three categories reflecting the time avail-
able to achieve the reduction, the range of options ava..1-
able within that time, and the specific characteristics of the
institution. The first category covers the short t-- -.2 of one
to three years and emphasizes cash management. The sec-
ond relates to an intermediate term, two to six years, and
focuses on personnel management. The third deals with the
long term, three to pine years, and focuses on program
priorities, including a significant reallocation of resources
(Meisinger and Dubeck 1984, chap. 6).

Faculty believe that significant barriers to faculty influ-
ence on the budgetary process 'wise out of the increasing
centralization of that process in the offices of the president
and academic vice president. The problem of faculty
access could perhaps be a 'ved without reducing the cen-
tralization of budgetary decision making through the use of
Keller's Joint Big Decision Committee. Such a committee
would advise the president on major decisions requiring
the integration of planning and budgetary factors; it woula
be a new kind of cabinet government that could provide a
way for qilick and vigorous presidential action with faculty
advice ana guidance. For such a committee to work well,
however, faculty will need to recognize the need for execu-
tive authority for overall planning and priorit_es and to
commit themselves fully :o the principle of confidentiality.
Further, administrators must give the faculty who serve on
the committee an opportunity to apply their full critical and
analytical expertise to the issues at hand (Keller 1983).

Retrenchment and Financial Exigency
A sizable literature on retrenchment and financial exigency
that describes institutional experience and analyzes appli-
cab!e legal principles has developed in the past 10 years.
Although definitions of financial exigency in that literature
vary somewhat, they all refer to a set of institutional finan-
cial circumstances of such gravity that the layoff or termi-
nation of tenured or tenure-track faculty is necessary.

Most of that literature emphasizes the importance of
admix.: -native communication and consultation with fac-
ulty. University administrations greatly increase the
acceptability of retrenchment and minimize declines in fac-
ulty morale it they consult with and heed the advice of fac-
ulty while designing measures of retrenchment (Hammond
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and Tompkins 1983; Williams, Ols' mg, and Hargett In
press). Boards of trustees benefit from developing proce-
dures to be used in case of financial exigency before those
conditions actually arise, and the procedures should be
developed in consultation with faculty and provide for con-
sultation with faculty when conditions requiring retrench-
ment actually arise (Groves 1977).

Not surprisingly, faculty are ambivalent about participat-
ing in planning for retrenchment or financial exigency; fac-
ulty at some universities have chosen to participate wtile
faculty at other universities have not. Faculty reluctance to
participate is more likely on unionized campuses, where
the bargaining agent may discourage participation (Pon-
drom 1981). Faculty who have participated in the develop-
ment of a policy for retrenchment and financial exigency
emphasize the need for each institution to tailor a policy to
its own missions, history, and pr3grammatic needs. The
faculty must struggle with the internal dynamics of their
own campus and must develop their own support networks
of individuais and groups (Moore 1978).

Issues about the elimination of programs become partic-
ularly contentious during a period of retren-hment or finan-
cial exigency. Institutions benefit from having a formal
statement that defines the steps of a program review pro-
cess and who has final authority to initiate the termination.
The process must specit who should be consulted and on
precisely what issues during the process of program termi-
nation. Carrying out the process exactly as it is written is
tha best defense that administrators have to attacks on
review and evaluation procedures (Powers and Powers
1983, pp. 83-97).

Consultation with faculty committees is most effective
when faculty are asked about methods and criteria to be
used rather than about specific programs or people to be
terminated (Mortimer, Bagshaw, and Masland 1985).
Although faculty will sometimes participate in the identifi-
cation of programs to be closed after an extensive debate
about decisional process and implementatic", they will
absolutely refuse to participate in identificaticn of specific
colleagues to be terminated (Mortimer, Bagshaw, and Mas-
land 1985).

The courts have held that faculty members do not have a
constitutional right to participate in the determination of
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whether a financial exigency exists or in the implementa-
tion of resultant cutbacks. The burden of proof is on insti-
tutions to demonstrate that a bona fide financial exigency
exists and that faculty members were selected for termina-
tion on a basis that was r either arbitrary nor capricious.
Courts have usually found institutional actions acceptable
if they are consistent with well-developed written policies,
whether or not those policies make any provision for far-
ulty participation. Although faculty participation can facili-
tate a finding of good faith, a higher education institution is
not legally compelled to directly involve facult unless
such involvement is specified in institutional policies, con-
tracts, or negotiations (Johnson 1981; Van Gieson and Zir-
kel 1981).

Institutions are bound by the AAUP Recommended
Institutional Regulation on financial exigency only if they
explicitly adopt that regulation as their own. The desirabi
ity of adopting that regulation has long been debated (Fur-
niss 1977; Mortimer and Tierney 1979, pp. 41-43; White
1983).

Concluding Analysis
Curriculum and fat,ulty personnel status are the two areas
of institutional decision making in which faculty have had
and continue to have the broadest role and the greatest
influence. Protecting the strong faculty participatory role in
this area is likely to require, however, a more concerted
effort by faculty and administrators working together to
address issues of general education, staffing quality and
flexibility, and some aspects of faculty conduct. The reso-
lution of these issues is central to faculty credibility and
institutional viability.

Within the past 15 years, faculty participation in the
selection and evaluation of administrators and in planning
has become relatively well established. Faculty participa-
tion is a significant element in the process by which presi-
dents are selected and a normative factor against which
candidates are evaluated. Faculty ambivalence about inte-
grating financial with academic factors, which has tended
to restrict faculty participation and influence in some
stages of planning and program review, is also beginning to
recede. The healthy debate about the best mechanisms and
approaches for providing for faculty participation in stra-
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tegic planning suggests good prospects for balance between
executive leadership and broad participation in the
approaches to strategic planning developing on many cam-
puses.

Although faculty have been frustrated by what they per-
ceive to be lack of involvement or ineffective participation
in processes of budgeting and of planning for retrench-
ment, some groundwork has been laid for greater and more
effective faculty participation. Faculty have begun to take
steps in concert with administrators to gain a better under-
standing of the technical bases and dynamics of the budget-
ary process, thus reducing a previous major handicap.
Boards of trustees and university administrators are also
becoming more sophisticated about the importance of pro-
cess considerations in handling retrenchment and the
greater acceptability of retrenchment if faculty are con-
sulted when general procedures are developed and when
implementation becomes necessary.
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PARTICIPATION AT THE SYSTEM AND STATE LEVELS

Although most of the literature about faculty participation
in decision making focuses on campus-level decision mak-
ing, more attention is now being given to farthy participa-
tion in decision making at the system level h, multicampus
systems and at the level of statewide coordinating boards
(Floyd 1982, pp. 8-9). Interest in issues about participation
at those levels has somewhat paralleled the growth in
awareness of how decisions made at those levels affect
campuses and their faculties.

Approximately 70 percent of U.S. public senior college
and university campuses are a part of multicampus systems
overseen by a single governing board (Berdalti and Gove
1982, p. 2'). Some states have a single statewide multicam-
pus state university system, while others have two or more
multicampus state systems. States without a single state-
wide governing board frequently have a statewide coordi-
nating board that performs selected functions related to
program approval, budget recommendation, and master
planning for the public senior institutions as a whole and
sometimes also has some limited functions related to pri-
vate higher education.

Concern about faculty participation in decision making
at these levels has t -n present as a relatively minor theme
in some of the earlier reports on the sharing of authority in
higher education; it has oniy more recently received con-
centrated attention. Formal faculty participatioa at this
level can take three forms: (1) direct membership (voting
or nonvoting) on the board itself; (2) a formal systemwide
senate or statewide committee; or (3) extensive faculty par-
ticipation in ad hoc and standing technical working com-
mittees (Berdahl and Gove 1982).

The alternative of a formal systemwide senate or state-
wide committee has been of strongest interest in theory
and in practice. This preference is reflected in the state-
ment on the faculty role on state-level boards approved by
the council of the American Association of Universitl Pro-
fessors, which recommends that faculty participation be
provided through a systemwide smate (in the case of gov-
erning boards) and a faculty advisory committee (in the
case of coordinating boards) (AAUP 1984).

System Level
Although campus senates typically have a few legislative
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functions in addition to advisory functions, a systemwide
senate serves almost exclusively advisory functions. It
typically provides advice t.,.-+ the system chief executive
and to the system board (Lee and Bowen 1971, p. 194).

The systemwide senate is far from universal in college
and university systems. Only seven of the 20 states that
have a single statewide governing board have provided for
a systemwide senate or its equivalent (Berdahl and Gove
1" ., p. 21). Systemwide senates are most common in seg-
mental systems that include the primary state research
campus but do not cover the whole state.

Perhaps the most difficult question multicampus system
face in establishing a systemwide senate is whether repre-
sentation is to be based on the number of faculty or on the
equality of the campuses. Frequently a compromise is
reached: Representation is related in some way to the num-
ber of faculty but smaller campuses are also given some
compensatory weight (Lee and Bowen 1971, pp. 186-90)

Faculty are quite ambivalent toward systemwide sen-
ates, and that ambivalence arises out of the higher priority
faculty attach to the campus senate (Lee and Bowen 1971).
Although campus faculties are appropriately protective of
local prerogatives, they need also to recognize the legiti-
macy and importance of faculty participation systemwide
(pp. 449-50).

Faculty senate readers continue to sec!. ways to link the
senates of various state institutions in states where each
institution has its own governing board or where two or
more multicampus systems are found. A confederation of
campus senates in Ohio, for example, contributed t, n
understanding of comparative structures and meth...-1 If
faculty governance, helped address sensitive issues li, ..,

faculty codes of ethics or conduct that local senates were
hesitant to initiate, and provided information about devel-
opments on the state level to local senates (Moore 1975),

State Level
Three of the 28 states with statewide coordinating boards
have established faculty advisory committees. In Illinois
and Maryland, the faculty advisory committee includes
members from the private sector; in Connecticut, member-
ship does not include the private sector (Berdahl and Gove
1982). Faculty advisory committees become involved in
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state coordinating board policy through reaction to position
papers prepared by board staff, initiation of in-depth stud-
ies by the board staff, and initiation of its own studies
(Mumper 1983).

Faculty advisory committees perform several roles:
communication, advocacy, and policy. They communicate
campus views to the coordinating board staff and relay
information on activities state agencies to campus fac-
ulty. They can be influential in the role of advocate so long
as they speak on broad issues of educational quality, but as
soon as they speak to the narrower employment interests
of faculty, they cut themselves out of the process (Mumper
1983). None of the faculty advisory committees have
developed a continuing influence on policy development in
their states because of the short time frame in which most
decisions are made and the complexity of the environment
in which the committee must operate. When strong con-
flicts between the state and faculty perspectives occur, the
committee must attempt to reduce and mediate the conflict
between its two constituencies (pp. 300-301).

What are the determinants of the fac Ity advisory com-
mittee's influence and the constraints upon that influence?
Legitimacy is related to the ability of the committee to
achieve access to and professional relationships with staff
of the state coordinating board. The legitimacy of some
members is weakened by their selection by institutional
administrators rather than by the constituent group; credi-
bility is increased by an established and respected election
system. Members of faculty advisory committees face the
paradox that to influence policy they must maintain access
but also maintain some distance from the staff of the state
coordinating board. Committee members must therefore
make special efforts to avoid the appearance of coopation
(Mumper 1983). Constraints on the faculty advisory com-
mittee's ability to perform its various roles include the sus-
picion existing between faculty , institutions, and s!ate
coordinating boards, and the unwillingness of many faculty
to participate in its activities (Mumper 1983).

Balancing faculty involvement and state needs is particu-
larly difficult when a state must plan for retrenchment.
State political leaders seek what they regard as indepen-
dent leadership from the state coordinating board; broad
participation may therefore be a formula for political rejec-
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tion of the resulting plan. On the other hand, if the plan
does not reflect some faculty and administrative aspirations
but limits itself to identifying areas for cutback or elimina-
tion, faculty members have little or no reason to support it
(Folger 1980, p. 60). It therefore remains to be seen
whether statewide coordinating boards will involve faculty
advisory committees to any significant degree in any plan-
ning they do for retrenchment.

The experience with faculty advisory committees to
statewide coordinating boards is too limited and too short
for conclusions to be drawn about their effectiveness as a
mechanism for faculty participation in policy making of
statewide coordinating boards. "No one should expect
spectacular early resultsit may take several years before
outcomes justify the additional procedural complexities"
(Berdahl and Cove 1982, p. 24).
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PARTICIPATION AND CENTRALIZATION/DECENTRALIZATION

This chapter examines the relationship between faculty
participation in institutional decision making and the cen-
tralization or decentralization of decision making. The first
section notes centralizing factors, includes a rationale for
minimizing centralization, and examines issues of manage-
rial philosophy. The second section notes positive factors
about the decentralization of decision making and some
significant limiting factors upon decentralization.

Centralization
Faculty, administrators, and many other higher education
personnel are concerned that decision making in higher
education institutions has in some ways become more cen-
tralind in the 1970s and 1980s in response to a combina-
tion of internal and external pressures. Elements in this
centralization include campuswide academic senates, a
new managerial orientation, the presence of collective bar-
gaining agents for faculty in some institutions, and increas-
ing powers for system-level and state-level higher educa-
tion authorities.

Many faculty are uncomfortable with the centralization
of faculty power away from the department/college level to
the campuswide level (Mil lett 1978). Even in a decision
area like curriculum where faculty exercise the primary
influence, the issue of the level at which faculty will make
the decisiondepartment, college, or campusis often
strongly contested (Mortimer and McConnell 1978, p. 128).

A shift in locus of decision making from lower to higher
levels of the institution reduces the visibility of both fac-
ulty participation and the decision-making process itself.
The faculty's sense of access is reduced when most faculty
participation is achieved through representatives and com-
mittees rather than through direct input. Faculty ties to the
process and a sense of participation become more distant
and abstract (Dykes 1968, p. 14).

Many commentators on organizational centralization/
decentralization believe that organizational centralization
has become a major problem for the operations and adapt-
ability of modern organizations because a highly central-
ized organization does not fully engage the talents or coop-
erative instincts of employees (Kanter 1983; Naisbitt 1982;
Peters and Waterman 1982). This perspective on centrali-
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zation has not been applied in detail to higher education
institutions (Austin and Gamson 1983, pp. 68-70).

The administrative instinct to further centralize institu-
tional decision making varies across institutions and over
time, tending to peak at times of major institutional crisis.
Faculty believe that they must be especially vigilant on
issues of centralization during a period of crisis and
strongly resisi such initiatives (Baldridge 1982). More gen-
erally, some faculty suggest efforts to closely question the
specifics of managerial philosophy articulated at any panic-
u!ar institution in an effort to discourage the eftvelopment
of a viewpoint that heavily emphasizes centralized decision
making. When the desirability of strong executive initiative
is stressed, faculty following such an approach would ask
very specific questions as to how it is going to be done,
what provision will be made for the participation of faculty
and other campus constituencies, and the specific effect
any new educational initiatives might have on educational
policy. Although faculty recognize the importance of
strong action-oriented leadership at the top, they also wish
to make clear the desirability of broad participation and the
need to develop shared goals (Miller 1983).

Decentralization
Although further centralization of decision making should
be avoided, a general decentralization of decision making
is probably neither desirable nc. feasible in higher educa-
tion institutions. The literature on decentralization of deci-
sion making identifies a number of features of higher edu-
cation organization that make decentralization desirable
and other factors that limit its usefulnessall of which
implies that decisions need be made case by case on
whether or not decentralization of decision making is
appropriate in any particular instance.

Strong arguments have been presented for the generally
positive effects of decentralization on organizational cli-
mate (Foote, Mayer, and associates 1968, chap. 5) and as a
positive management style (Richman and Farmer 1974, p.
247). Decentralization of decision making to departmental
units is regarded as a particularly desirable way to recog-
nize the importance of faculty participation, increases in
morale that come from a feeling of ownership of the deci-
sion, strong faculty preferences for department-level deci-
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sion making, and students' preferences for decisions to be
made at a level of organization where they believe they
have good access (Baldridge and Tierney 1979, p. 160).

Some specific organizational characteristics limit the
institutional usefulness of decentralizing much decision
making to the departmental level: departmental provincial-
ism that does not take into consideration the needs of the
broader institution, the lack of institutional orientation by
department chairs, and the lack of an effective institutional
reward system for department chairs (Baldridge and Tier-
ney 1979, p. 160).

Too much decision making by institutional segments like
departments can make it difficult to achieve a sense of
institutional coherence (Epstein 1974). Segmented decision
making can aggravate the natural split among disciplines,
making it hard to protect general education and to foster
cooperation between disciplines. An institution concerned
about aggravating such a split does not completely decen-
tralize matters of balance of academic programs and educa-
tional offerings to academic departments, as groups of
constituents external to the department have legitimate
interests in such matters (Mortimer and McConnell 1978,
- '55). If certain academic decisions are decentralized to
_esignated academic units, it is cleairable that the extent to
which the decisions of the departmental unit conform to
the institution's educational priorities be reviewed at least
periodically (McConnell and Mortimer 1971, p. 169).
Unfortunately, the short-term temptations to dezentralize
are strong in higher education (as in many other organiza-
tional settings) because decentralization leads to a short-
term reduction in conflict, with any problems posed for the
overall health of the institution coming much farther down
the road (Pfeffer 1978).

Concluding Analysis
The decentralization of substantial decision-making author-
ity to the departmental level that has occurred in the last 25
years has tended to provide opportunities for faculty par-
ticipation at ti.e departmental level that are especially satis-
fying and promote effective departmental functioning. At
the same time, the reality is that institutional coherence
requires that institutionwide decision making be more than
a simple aggregation of the decisions of departments and
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other institutional sutaits. (Institutionwide concerns
about maintaining the coherence of the undergraduate cur-
riculum reflecting that determination are further addressed
in a subsequent chapter.)

Given needs for institutional coherence, any further
decentralization of decision making in higher education
institutions must necessarily be very selective in spite of
temptations to reduce conflict in the short term through
such decentralization.
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STRENGTHENING CONSULTATIVE PROCFSSES

A sizable literature focuses on joint participation of adminis-
trators and professio tal employees in institutional decision-
making. In that literature, the proper role of organizational
leadership is increasingly seen as managing the decision-
making process within the organization rather than as
direct decision making. This perspective suggests a process
view of decision making and an orientation toward
relatively broad participation while not suggesting
organizational leaders have given up their hierarchical
powers, and it is expressed both within the organizational
theory literature, which draws mainly upon the business
experience (Thompson and Tuden 1974; Wynn and Guditus
1984), and within higher education literature (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978, p. 275; Powers and Powers 1983).

Most of the higher education literature reviewed here
assumes the appropriateness of joint participation. Within
this context, higher education leaders see themselves as
managers of the institutional decision process Pnci focus
their energies on four crucial decision elementsre' Wild-
ing collegial foundations, shaping the consultative frame-
work, increasing the availability of information, and facili-
tating group deliberations.

Rebuilding Collegial Foundations
Articulation of a set of shared values and goals is perhaps
the most important administrative leadership function in a
higher education institution (as well as in any other organi-
zation) (Burns 1978; Cyert 1980; Kanter 1983; mcConnell
and Mortimer 1971; Mortimer and McConnell 1978; Peters
and Waterman 1982; Vroom 1983), and the higher educa-
tion literature of the middle 1980s strongly urges that a
firmer base be provided for collegial decision making in
higher education institutions than has been perceived to
exist in recent years. Collegial decision making requires
consensus on fundamental premises, participants who deal
with each other face to face with great mutual respect, and
the time and opportunity for discussion. Strengthening the
collegial base suggests reducing the extent of organiza-
tional specialization that has existed in recent years and
reaffirming certain basic academic values.

The most frequently mentiohed factor in the decline of
collegiality is the increased specialization and departmental
orientation of fv.ulty since World War II (Austin and Gam-
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son 1983). As faculty became more oriented toward their
own discipline and organizational unit and less oriented
toward the institution's overall purposes, the undergradu-
ate curriculum became more specialized and less attention
was paid to general education. Faculty interacted primarily
with departmental colleagues, had little regular contact
outside the department, i ,td no longer shared many funda-
mental premises with faculty in other departments (Austin
and Gam Fon 1983). Other factors reducing collegiality are
changes in the academic labor market that work against the
tradition of long-term employment, the increased bureau-
cratization of higher education in. titutions, and the devel-
opment of separate administrative career paths (Wyer
1982).

During 1984 and 1985, the reports of national study com-
rri3sions placed heavy emphasis on and gave additional
impetus to broadening the undergraduate curriculum, espe-
cially its general education core, to restore a sense of pur-
pose to the undergraduate curriculum and to the institution
as a whole (Kerr 1984; Project on Redefining 1985; Study
Group 1984). The efforts of faculty and administrators to
design and implement stronger curricula will help build fac-
ulty and administrative ties acrciss the dividing lines
between disciplines, which in turn will help build mutual
respect and consensus on fundamental principles.

The Association of American Colleges project report on
the baccalaureate degree (Project on Redefining 1985) criti-
cizes academic leaders for having acquiesced in recent
years to the focusing of faculty attention upon the depart-
mental level and for thus neglecting to turn faculty toward
a sense of commitment about their larger responsibilities to
their institutions. It calls for institutional administrators to
seize the initiative by appointing faculty task forces to
study general education requirements with the clear expec-
tation that significant recommendations will result and will
be implemented. It also emphasizes the collective responsi-
l."ity of all campus constituencies for curriculum reform:

Faculties, administrators, and trustees have a collective
responsibility to their institutions and their students. It is
a corporate responsibility that can be carried out effec-
tively and imaginatively only if each group recognizes
that, in the end, its role is tc educate students who fo- a
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time pass under their joint nurture. The board must over-
see. The presidents and their assistants must lead. The
faculty must face and live with the substantive issues. Ir
the end, however, the performance of the faculty will
decide whether the integrity of the curriculum will be
restored (Project on Redefining 1985, p. 18).

The primary reservation faculty have about recent cri-
tiques of curriculum is that they tend to isolate curriculum
and instruction from other higher education problems aris-
ing inside and outside the institution (Benjamin 1985, p
28). :n particular, it has been suggested that more needs to
be made of problems of the li'seral arts professoriate, such
as low morale and a deteriorating work environment, that
greatly complicate efforts to revitalize the liberal arts core
of the curriculum (Schuster and Bowen 1985, pp. 19-20).

Some higher education analysts have called attention to
Japanese management styles currently receiving much
attention in the popular business management literature as
a way to focus attention on an administrative style consis-
tent with collegial decision making within American higher
education institutions (Chait 1982a; Powers and Powers
i983, pp. 42-45; Wyer 1982). These analysts cite William
Ouchi's Theory Z (1981) as the seminal work on Japanese
management methods applied to A:nerican business and
industry. Ouchi emphasizes a decision-making process that
typically involves broad participation and is oriented
toward reaching consensus. The holistic orientation con-
tributes to employees' dealing with each other as whole
human beings, thus con*ributing to an egalitarian atmc-
sphei . Although Theory Z organizations do use hierarchi-
cal methods of control, the emphasis is on the replacing of
hierarch ..al direction by self-direction to a significant
extent. This orientation enhances commitment, loyalty,
and motivation (Ouchi 1981). Guides to the application of
Theory Z in higher education summarize the main points of
Ouchi's work and spell lut specific actions needed to
implement Theory Z (Holt and Wagner 1983; Redinbaugh
and Redinbaugh 1)83; Spiro and Campbell 1983).

The implementation of Theory Z in higher educat:3n pro-
vides opportunities and obstacles. The application of The-
ory Z will have little effect so long as faculty continue to
operate through departments as though they were craft
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union members and so long as university administrators
remain generally uninterested in and ignorant of techniques
for designing participatory decision processes (Nichols
1982a, 1982b). In general_ major research universities have
historically stayed closest to the collegial model and can be
expected to make the greatest efforts to move closer
toward that model (Chait 1982b).

Although Theory Z and other Japanese management
approaches may have some utility in drawing attention to
issues about the relationship between administrative style
and collegiality, they also have negative implications that
may limit their symbolic utility. Although, for example,
Japanese management style has some salutary effects in
building commit:milt ..o an organization, it also is a possi-
ble threat to historic American concepts of individual free-
dom (Staw 19831. In practice, much of the consultation in
Japanese-style management occurs after a decision has
been made and therefore serves primarily to achieve
broader ratification of managers' decisions and to provide
for early communication of that decision within the organi-
zation (Pucik and IIatvany 1983).

Shaping the Consultative Framework
The higher education literature of the past 10 years reflects
a growing consensus about necessary characteristics of the
consultative process and, in general terms, the steps to be
taken in that process. A set of understandings is evolving
aboot where very broad consultation is useful and where
co Jultation is appropriately limited. Special attention has
also been given to provisions for consultation in crises and
for handling the conflict that often surfaces during consul-
tation.

Six criteria mist be met if adequate coi,..illtative oppor-
tunities are to be provided to faculty:

1. Consultation should occur early in the decision-mak-
ing process.

2. Faculty and administrators should jointly formulate
procedures for consultation.

3. Faculty must have time to consider and formulate
responses to the issues posed.

4. All relevant information with the exception of items
concerning the peer review of personnel must be
made available.
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5. Adequate feedback must be provided to the consult-
ing group when recommendations are not acceptable
or whoa no action is being taken.

6. The final decision must be communicated to all inter-
ested campus constituencies (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978, pp. 275-80).

Faculty are particularly frustrated by considerations of tim-
ing. Sometimes they perceive that they are consulted only
after a course of action has been decided upon or that too
many committees are formed just before the summer break
to deal with long-standing issues (Mortimer and McConnell
1978).

Eight distinctive steps can be identified in the consulta-
tive processidentification of the problem, definition of
the problem, analysis of alternatives, drafting of a position
paper, circulation of a position paper, referral of the pos:
tion paper to internal governance bodies, deliberation of
the governance bodies, and final approval by the institu-
tional president (Powers and Powers 1983, pp. 9-16).

Faculty and administrators must agree on guidelines
about issues that do and do not require consultatiol.. For
those issues requiring consultation, it must also be deter-
mined how broad that consultation should be. Matters
involving formulation of policy that will affect large num-
bers of individuals require broad consultation (Powers and
Powers 1983, chap. 4). Participation in decision making
should also be broad when views on the issues are conflict-
ing, when relevant information is dispersed widely within
the organization, when strong institutional norms for par-
ticipation are involved, and when personal commitment is
necessary for implementation of the decision (Chaffee
1981). Efforts should be made to inc!ude those who will be
affected by the decision, those who will implement the
decision, those who are experts on the issue on which the
decision is to be made, and campus opinion leaders (Chaf-
fee 1981).

The higher education literature reflects a growing con-
sensus that participation is appropriately limited under a
number of circumstances. Participation probably will not
even be sought when accepted routines or traditional solu-
tions are acceptable in the academic culture or when deci-
sions are highly technical and do not affect faculty (Chaffee
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1981; Powers and Powers 1983, ch. p. 4). Participation is
also appropriately limited if the decision maker does not
intend to pay close attention to the advice given, as faculty
regard solicitation of advice under those circumstances as
manipulative (Chaffee 1983).

Although broad participation is reasonably restricted in
an urgent situation (Chaffee 1981, p. 14), consensus has not
been reached about what constitutes sufficient urgency to
appropriately limit participation. Faculty have pushed and
will continue to push for an extremely narrow construction
of "urgent" and will be leery of '..he classification of any
matter as urgent. Most decision making in a crisis involves
one or more of the following conditions: time cons,raints,
an emotional component, public attention, or involvement
from outside the university (Powers and Powers 1983,
chap. 7). In such circumstances, every attempt should be
made to come close as possible to maintaining accepted
processes and procedures (Powers and Powers 1983). Gen-
erally, ad hoc processes will not be regarded as legitimate
and may be difficult to defend in court if an aggrieved party
sues. Although some of the consultation may need to be
more private than under ordinary circumstances, campus
constituencies must be informed that consultation is under-
way and that progress reports will be issued. Administra-
tors should be quite active in those discussions so that
those consulted understand fully the importance of
responding to the institution's broader needs and so that
they can actively negotiate solutions when reaching a solu-
tion is difficult. In a crisis, the long-term rather than short-
term effects of policies considered must be examined. Fur-
ther, a poste!: is inventory should be taken to assess the
operation of the decision making process during the crisis
to ensure that good communication and coordination were
maintained and to deal with any relationships that may
have been damaged during the crisis (Powers and Powers
1983, chap. 7).

Automatic rejection of wide participation in instances
where such a pattern would bring conflict out into tile open
is not advised. Bringing conflict into the open can help
clarify issues, generate innovative solutions, and promote
cominitment to the decision and :o the institution (Chaffee
1981).
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Increasing the Availability of Information
Faculty seek to increase the amount of information they
provide to decision makers and to be provided a btzr
informational base on which to formulate the advice they
provide administrators. In the case of the former, they
wish administrators to better understand their preferences
on process and policy. In the latter, they seek a more
diverse informational base on their own institution and
more information about the experiences of faculty at other
institutions in solving problems.

In one case, procedures were developed to provide an
informational flow from the faculty of a university business
college to decision makers in the form of opinions or pref-
erences about the role of tile business dean (Pollay, Taylor,
and Thompson 1976). The methodology used to investigate
the issue involved two stages. First, small group discus-
sions were held to identify issues crucial to the administra-
tion of the school. Second, a questionnaire was developed,
administered, and interpreted to systematically assess the
preferences of faculty as to how the dean's role should be
constructed (Pollay, Taylor, and Thompson 1976).

Faculty frequently seek greater informational support for
institutional committee service and especially more infor-
mation about students' interests and budgets in an easily
understandable format (Andrew 1979). Some institutions
have made special attempts to undertake systematic infor-
mation sharing. An annual "fact book" is one useful way
of sharing information broadly on campus. Such a volume
presents a broad spectrum of descriptive information about
institutional characteristics, such as mission, organiza-
tional structure, students, faculty, academic programs, fis-
cal resources, and physical facilities (Smith 1980).

It has been suggested that greater administrative atten-
tion be focused on the effective and efficient provision of
relevant data to academic senates and other collegially ori-
ented decision groups. Issues about priorities for the col-
lection of information continue to arise because campus
institutional research offices are usually understaffed and
are hard pressed to provide regular reports to the institu-
tion's central administration (Spitzberg 1980, p. 15).

Faculty also continue to seek mechanisms to help in-
crease their familiarity with the range of national practice
as one reference point in identifying alternate solutions to
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problems and their relative advantages and disadvantages
(Soles 1973). The American Association of University Pro-
fessors developed a "faculty in governance support sys-
tem" in 1981 to provide such a resource base on national
practice. It was designed to include information gathering,
research, communication, and some aspects of networking.
It would also collect data on actual practices, develop
alternative models, gather information on substantive
issues that arose on campuses, do nonduplicative research,
sponsor closely focused seminars, develop faculty gover-
nance internships modeled after American Council on Edu-
cation administrative internships, and publish a newsletter
to foster cooperation and networking ("The iture" 1982).

The AAUP, however, was not successful in assembling
sufficient funds from foundations or institutional sources to
allow implementation of the system. The undertaking faced
several obstacles: the wide range of institutions to be
served, a shortage of institutional funds for membership,
and the possible reluctance of some campuses to enter into
a formal relationship with the AAUP ("Faculty Gover-
nance" 1981). The AAUP currently informally performs
some of the resource center functions through its commit-
tee on university government.

Facilitating Group Deliberations
An increased consultative and consensual orientation to
the decision process suggests the importance cf administra-
tors' holding frequent meetings to discuss issues with fac-
ulty and using approaches emphasizing group problem
solving. Meetings are viewed as the bet mechanism for
sharing information, engaging in joint problem solving, and
coordinating action (Pascale and Athos 1981, pp. 130-31;
Wynn and Guditus 1984, p. 211).

A sizable organizational theory literature provides
insights into various aspects of group decision making,
ineuding factors affecting problem-solving capacity, task-
oriented leadership functions, group maintenance func-
tions, patterns of sharing group leadershi', obstacles to
rational evaluation of decision alternatives, and sugges-
tions for improving group decision making (Bradford 1976;
Kanter 1983, pp. 256-71; Wynn and Guditus 1984; Yukl
1981, chap. 9; Zander 1977, 1982).
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A number of task-oriented leadership functions and
group maintenance functions must be performed to focus
and guide the group's activities. The task-oriented leader-
ship functions include initiating various activities, stimulat-
ing communication within the group, clarifying and sum-
marizing points made in group discussion, and taking the
consensus of the group. The group maintenance functions
include gatekeeping, harmonizing, providin,, support, set-
ting standards for the group, and analyzing the process of
group interaction (Yukl 1981, pp. 239-44).

Organizational theorists differ on the emphasis to be
placed on group maintenance and task-oriented functions
and on the feasibility of group members' sharing the lead-
ership (Yukl 1981, pp 244-48). Group-centered leadership
is appealing but rec-luires considerable skill and maturity on
the part of the administrative leader and the group mem-
bers to work well (p. 266).

Successful leaders take a number of steps to provide
guidance in group problem solving: presenting a problem in
goal-oriented terms, presenting a problem free of any
implied decision, encouraging participation of all group
members, creating a free enough atmosphere for disagree-
ment and conflict on ideals and proposals to be expressed,
and taking periodic action to keep the group on the prob-
lem, thus giving the group a sense of accomplishment
(Maier 1963, p. 163; Yukl 1981, pp. 248-53).

Groups encounter four typical kinds of obstacles during
the evaluation of and choice among decision alternatives:
hasty decisions, incomplete participation, polarization, and
superficial action planning (Yukl 1981, pp. 257-65). Prob-
lems of incomplete participation and polarization are formi-
dable in a number of organizations, and higher education is
no exception. Some group members may not present infor-
mation that is pertinent to a decision if they are afraid of
openly opposing a vocal minority, especially if the group
leader or another person with high status openly supports
the apparently dominant position. This situation can result
in a false consensus and little acceptance of the decision.
The leader can facilitate more complete participation by
encouraging each group member to participate in the dis-
cussion and by discouraging social pressure tactics. The
leader can also encourage the group to attempt to reach a
consensus rather than deciding on the basis of a simple
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inajority (Yukl 1981, pp. 259-61). Polarization occurs when
a group divides 'itself nto two oppos;ng factions, each com-
mitted to its own preferred alternative. Discussion tends to
focus primarily on the differences between the positions of
the two factions. Polarization can result in one of two very
undesirable outcomesprolonged stalemate or a decision
forced by the politically stronger faction.

The leader's capacity to deal with polarization depends
on his or her alertness to early signs and early action to
reduce tension and hostility. The leader concentrates on
harmonizing behavior by pointing out areas of '.greement,
discouraging derogatory comments, and restating com-
ments that may have been misunderstood. The leader cqn
point out to the group that it seems to be heading toward
polarization and ask for discussion about ways to avoid it.
The organization theory literature also identifies two spe-
cific procedures to prevent polarization and to avoid a
stalemate when the group is having difficulty reaching
agreement about rival alternativesposting advantages
and solution integration. The first procedure requires each
member to consider the positive aspects of both alterna-
tives identified, thus delaying criticism. It nelrs to deper-
sonali7e the discussion and allows the group to develop a
deeper understanding of both alternatives. The second pro-
cedure encourages the group to develop an integrative
solution that reflects the principal features, if not the
entirety, of the previous alternatives. The specific variety
J the second procedure used depends on whether the fac-
tions have different objectives and priorities or whether
they disagree only about the likely outcomes of the various
alternatives (Yukl 1981, pp. 262-64).

Concluding Analysis
Rebuilding collegial foundations poses the greatest chal-
lenges for joint faculty and administrative efforts within the
next few years, as the bonds of shared values have greatly
atrophied in the past 25 years concurrent with the weaken-
ing of the undergraduate curriculum and the irnrevsing spe-
cialization and departmentalization of faculty. Reports of
national study commissions issued in 1984 and 1985 have
provided a major boost to articulation of shared goals and
values and the implementation of a stronger undergraduate
curriculum necessary to rebuilding the collegial founda-
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tions for campus decision making. The higher education lit-
erature of the late 1980s will reflect the successes and fail-
ures of initiatives taken by administrators and faculty to
implement the recommendations of those reports.

Most of the literature on rebuilding collegial foundations,
shaping the consultative framework, and increasing the
availability of information is specific to higher education
and highly normative. With the passage of time, reports of
experience in implementing the suggestions contained in
the literature will enable testing of the norms. Most or the
literature on facilitating group deliberations has been for-
mulated without a higher education reference point but has
been subject to greater empirical testing in other settings.
With the passage of time, the higher education literature
should include tests of the extent to which these general-
izations a: e applicable to higher education.
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INCREASING FACULTY SATISFACTION WITH PARTICIPATION

Patterns of faculty interest in participation and willingness
to participate are very complex. The extent of faculty
interest in participation is not fully known, and faculty
have sometimes declined to participate when afforded the
opportunity (Austin and Gainson 1983, p. 34; Clark 1968;
Dykes 1968; Marshall 1976; Touraine 1974). Faculty mem-
bers emphasize the importance of extensive faculty partici-
pation for the health of the institution but imlicate that par-
ticipation in institutional decision making is a relatively low
priority for the use of their own time and the time of their
colleagues (Dykes 1968). Generally, faculty memuers are
unaware of actual faculty participation in a number of insti-
tutional decision-making activities and are therefore
unaware of the actual extent of faculty participation
(Dykes 1968).

The patterns of participation in university senates are
similar to those in the Amencan political system more gen-
erally. Most of the population is apathetic, but a significant
number are interested spectators and a very few are activ-
ists. Faculty frequently express an obligation and the com-
petence to participate but put low priority on actual partici-
pation (McConnell 1971; McConnell and Mortimer 1971, p.
21). A national survey on the frequency and intensity of
faculty participation found that 54 percent of the facu'ty
indicated they were not heavily involved in institutional
decision making but 18 percent frequently participated
(Baldridge et al. 1978, pp. 75-76). An additional survey of
those who identified themselves as frequently participating
showed that the higher the academic rank of the faculty
member, the greater the amount of formal participation.

Recent years give evidence of fewer perceived opportu-
nities to participate in planning and governance in some
types of institutions (Anderson 1983) but also less willing-
ness of faculty to participate in selected governance activi-
ties like senates than in the past (Wilson 1979, p. 113).

Although all the sources of faculty ambivalence about
participating In institutional decision making are not clear,
the literature provides a number of reports about intrinsic
satisfactions of and institutional rewards for participation.

Intrinsic Satisfactions
To draw intrinsic satisfaction from participating in decision
making, a number e' conditions mu 'e met. A faculty
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member must understand both the process used to reach a
decision and the subject matter about which the decision is
being made. The individual must also sense that the deci-
sion really is being influenced by the group of which he or
she is a part and that the decision is not totally trivial.

The actual circumstances under which faculty participate
in institutional decision making are not such that these con-
ditions are consistently met. Cynicism is becoming an
increasing problem in higher education institutions because
the substance and process of decision making are not suffi-
ciently clear to the direct participants and are not at all
evident to most of the faculty on campus (Chaffee 1983, p.
51). A faculty budgetary affairs committee, for example,
may feel that it is limited to low-risk and insignificant sub-
jects and excluded from the more fundaments! and sensi-
tive subjects. Such a committee may also feel that it is sus-
ceptible to administrative use as a shield for unpopular
decisions (M. E. Brown in "Four Issues" 1982, pp. 7A-
8A).

Possible initiatives for increasing the intrinsic satisfac-
tions for faculty in participating in institutional decision
making relate to setting terms of service on committees to
fit better with committee work assignments, providing a
proper time perspective fur decision making, and providing
a better understanding of the political dynamics of decision
making. Dissatisfactions about excessive requests for fac-
ulty members to participate ale, however, more trou'Jle-
some.

The standard one-year term for faculty committee
assignments makes sense from neither the institution's nor
the individual's perspective. When committee terms are
one year, the faculty member has little opportunity to iden-
ay with the committee assignment and will probably not
have the opportunity to complete the task he or she began
in the committee (Oldham and Kulik 1983, p. 335). One
possible alternative is multiyear terms, which would be
especially useful for budget committees where frequent
turnover greatly reduces influence and satisfaction for fac-
ulty members (R. Meisinger iN "Four Issues" 1982, pp.
6A-7A). Another possibility is to give a faculty member a
continuing responsibility for a particular substantive com-
mittee assignment until that substantive task is completed.
Such alternatives g've the individual an opportunity to
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experience a sense of completion and to be able to identify
with the finished product (Oldham and Kulik 1983, p. 335).

The time frame for some medium- and long-term plan-
ning is frequently confusing to faculty who are relatively
unfamiliar with such planning activity. Close administra-
tive attention to working with faculty to increase a sense of
time perspective has been noted to greatly reduce faculty
frustrations with planning (Ring le an Savickas 1983).

New faculty must be introduced, primarily by other fac-
ulty, to the political dynamics of decision making in sen-
ates and other institutional forums, to better understand
the rules of the game for participation. Inadequate knowl-
edge of those dynamics greatly frustrates the relatively
new participant in institutional affairs (Baldridge 1982).

Factuty complaints about excessive requests to partici-
pate in institutional decision making as a result of the
declining number of eligible participants pose real difficul-
ties for institutional response. These complaints about the
heavier service load on the eligible pool are strongest at
institutions that have significantly increased the number of
temporary and part-time faculty in recent years. ("Four
Issues" 1982, pp. 5A-6A). Institutions can do little to
respond to these requests short of major modifications in
personnel policy, which may be undertaken for broader
reasons of qualitative improvement but not solely to
reduce the burdens of participation in institutional decision
making.

Institutional Rewards
On the whole, the reward system at most institutions of
higher education gives little weight to service through par-
ticipation in institutional decision making. What matters
most is what is given greatest weight in discussion of fac-
ulty personnel committees, and institutional service is not
much discussed by most personnel committees (Tuckmall
1976). The standard forms for faculty time expenditure a,so
blur a focus on institutional service by corn' fining it with
public service. Althc Igh a close relationship does not exist
between service (institutional and public service) and fac-
ulty salaries, service is rewarded more in some fields than
in others. Of the four professional fields Tuckman studied,
service was rewarded only in education (Tuckman 1976)
The low priority that faculty, especially those in rese. left-
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oriented institutions, place upon allotting their own time or
colleagues' time for participation (Dykes 1968) underlies
the faculty personnel committee behavior Tuckman
describes. Some well-established faculty members also
express concern about the possibility that institutional ser-
vice will become an alternate path to career advancement
at the expense of scholarly products. In such a perspec-
tive, the absence of explicit standards to evaluate the merit
of institutional service is especially problemmatic (Lewis
1984).

Some of the most troublesome questions about providing
incentives for participation arise with regard to women and
minorities, especially at research-oriented universities. A
time commitment to committee work at the expense of
scholarly accomplishment may endanger the :eipt of ten-
ure and progress toward full professional acceptance. Spe-
cial requests to women and minorities to participate in var-
ious aspects of university decision making because of the
special perspective they can bring to bear can be inadver-
tently exploitative if constructive committee participation
cannot substitute for some research activity (Weiss 1980).

Higher education institutions must place a high priority
on increasing and making explicit the rewards for participa-
tion in institutional decision making if they wish to reduce
the increasing resistance of some of the institution's most
productive faculty to that participation. Special attention
also needs to be given to rewarding service to systemwide
senates and statewide faculty advisory committees that are
less well understood on campus and more personally
inconvenient to participants than campus institutional ser-
vice (Bzrdahl and Gove 1982).
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RESEARCH AGENDA

Faculty participation in institutional decision making is
likely to remain a subject of consiierable interest. Sugges-
tions for further stuciv involve broad theoretical issues in
the development of the literature, and specific topics having
immediate relevance to practice.

Broad IsE:es

Refinement of terminology
Higher education scholars should make greater efforts to
distinguish between "participation," "power," "infiu-
ene," and "autonomy," which are frequently used
"interchang -ably and uncritically in the literature" (Austin
and Gannon 1983, p. 35). More needs to be known about
the dynamics of faculty influence and power before more
refined judgments can be made about the effect of faculty
participation in any given situation.

Rationale for participation
Additional applications of generic organization theory to
the higher education setting will help further develop the
higher education literature cid faculty participation in insti-
tutional decision making (Bess 1983). Research more
explicitly baseti on anicepts widely used in the genetic
organization theory literature will provide a stronger cur.
c°.ptual base for pmentation of tke rationale for faculty
participation. Such concepts include the relationship
between participation and satisfaction, the relationship
between satisfaction and individual performance, hie qual-
ity of wet.k life, and situational requisites for participatory
leadership.

A me: e refined rationale would be a significant contribu-
tion to b' h the theory an the practice of faculty participa-
tion. Such a lationale for faculty participation would pro-
vide faculty participants in institutinnal decision making a
common reference point for their all it), thus improving
communications about the fundament., ?remises underly-
ing their behavior among themselves, with administrators
and other campus constituencies, ..1,1 with external enti-
ties.
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Faculty leadership and breadth of faculty vision
The higher education literature does not provide any
focused coverage ol the leadership role played by faculty
serving in roles like chair of the campuswide academic sen-
ate or emir of a committee directly advisory to a president
or a-ademic vice president. Both the interactions between
faculty leaders and other faculty participants and the inter
actions between faculty leaders and administrative leaders
should be evamined. It is likely that rather major modifica-
tions will be necessary to apply generic organization theory
to such faculty leadersl ;p, which has no direct parallel in
business or other organizational settings.

Strengthening institutional perceptions that faculty are
orienting themselves to a broad set of interest? and have a
strong concern about the overall health of the institution is
central to limiting Institutional resistance to faculty partici-
pation (Baldridge 1982). Given the relative narrowness of
the faculty vision on some matters, such as general educa-
tion and staffing flexibility, more needs to be known about
'he dynamic for formation and evolution of the faculty
vision. Faculty and administrators will find such insights
useful when seeking faculty participants' adoption' a
broad rather than a narrow outlook in any given decision.

Organizational and political dynamics
Although recent higher education literature recognizes
more fully the significanc .t of the organizational and politi-
cal I:11 namics of decision making than dil t earlier litera-
tie: - , t still does not address a very broaa range of poten-
tial organizational and political factors. Further insight
therefore needs to be provided on patterns of conflict and
consensus, on informal decision making, and on shifts in
political dynamics. Special attention migh, also be given to
the politics of faculty participation in the budgetary pro-
cess, which can draw upon a rich literature on budgeting
dynamics in other types of organizations (Wildaysky 1975).

Approaches for improving administrative leadership
Higher education scholars should give more attention to
two aspects of administrative leadership in higher educa-
tion: selection and training of administrators in participa-
tory leadership skills and administrative approaches to
institutional renewal and transformation.
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A sizable generic organization theory fiteratire based on
relatively well-developed organizational process in some
business organizations includes approaches for selection
and training to improv- participatory leadership skills
(Yukl 1981, pp. 278-85). By contrast, both institutional
practice and the higher education literature are somewhat
underdeveloped in those areas, especially in training and
development. The literature on administrative selection in
higher education has grown significantly in recent years but
reflects significant differences about how to ensure that the
candidate selected has the desirable behavioral orientations
(Bisesi 1984; Bromert 1984; Maher 1983). Virtually no
attention has been given, however, to the training and
develcpment of higher education administrators to increase
their skills in participatory leadership and in coordinating
the consultative process. Administrative style and training
and development are likely to be of significant interest in
future years, the result not only of an increased interest in
issues of participatory leadership but also of the a ton
of faculty collective bargaining on a number of campuses
(Baldridge, Kemerer, and associates 1981, pp. 15, 18).
More research is ceded on how to handle factors of par-
ticipatory orientation and skills in the processes of selec-
tion and of training and development for higher education
administrators.

The !1'..erature on transformational leadership (that is,
leadership that emphasizes shared values and goals) should
be further developed on the basis of extended examination
of higher education institutions and other organizations
(Vroom 1983). Conditions that promote the emergence of
transformational leaders and methods to facilitate that
emergence shot Id be examined (Bass 1981, pp. 609-11).
The methods by which a transformational leader moves
organizational constituencies away from a defensive
response to threats, gets them to come to terms fully with
the threat, and moves then toward consensus on an oNer-
arching set of institutional goals also requires further exam-
ination (Pass 198!, pp. 609-10).

Institutional differences in patterns of participation
Much of the literature on faculty participation examines
the experience at major research universities; a relatively
small portion examines patterns at other types of institu-
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tions. As a result, the literature provides greatest coverage
of those institutions where faculty participation is the most
well established but also where the problems of institu-
tional rewards for participation are most severe. More
research should focus on patterns of participation at types
of institutions other than research universities. Such
research should help illuminate differerces between institu-
tions and the source of those differences.

Specific Topical Areas
Certain topical areas deserve priority attention for
research, and the results of research in those areas shoul '
be made available to faculty and administrators who are
involved in campuswide consultative processes. The pre-
sentation of research results might take the form of a man-
ual cr a guidebook that is easily comprehensible to individ-
uals who are already overloaded with important reading
material. Several first-generation manuals are availabl;;
(see Sashkin 1982 for a manual for the business community
and Newman and Mortimer 1983 and Powers and Powers
1983 for mant.als for the higher education community).

Some topical areas for research that parallel a number of
the main chapters of this monograph are suggested in the
following paragraphs. Research on such topics is a signifi-
cant part of working toward the further developmentand
refinement of the process and procedures of faculty partici-
pation in institutional decision making.

Academic senates
1. To what extent have academic.. senates during the

1980s become more representative of institutional fac-
ulty through democratizing procedures for committee
selection and operation?

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of various
mechanisms and approaches for ensuring that aca-
demic senates serve to express a faculty point of view
while still recognizing the perspectives of other cam-
pus constituencies?

3. What approaches are used to balance consensual and
maiority approaches to decision making on campuses
where the academic senate is influential and well
respected?
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4. W -t evolution of relati9nship between academic sen-
ates and collective bargaining agents is occurring on
those campuses where collective bargaining has
existed for at least 10 years and where the scope of
bargaining has tended to broaden?

5. What refinements can be made in criteria for evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of academic senates?

Participation by functional area
1. What are the patterns of success and failure at var-

ious institutions with regard to faculty participation in
the following functional areas:

Curriculumexperiences in revising and strength-
ening general education and other core require-
ments?
Personneltenure and staffing flexibility; faculty
codes of conduct?
Administrative selection and evaluation evalua-
tion of participatory orientation and skills of candi-
dates; evaluation of internal candidates in presiden-
tial searches?
Budgetingdirect inv )lvement of faculty at signifi-
cant decision points?
Retrenchment and financial exigencydevelop-
ment of priorities during a period of retrenchment;
development and implementation of procedures for
financial exigency?

2. What are the positive and negative effects of the fol-
lowing administrative approaches to planning upon
opportunities for and effectiveness of faculty partici-
pation?

Formal democratic planning?
Incentive planning?
Strategic planning?

Participation at the system and state levels
1. What are the opportunities and obstacles to the estab-

lishment of systemwide senates or statewide advisory
committees where they do not already exist?

2. What are some of the tradeoffs that faculty face in
determining the appropriate substantive stance to
take as participants in senates or committees at the
cyst= and state levels?
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3. To what extent do systemwide senates represent fac-
ulty? To what extent have the procedures for select-
ing committees been democratized?

4. What is thz effect of collective bargaining on the func-
tionilig of systemwide academic senates? How has
the relationship between systemwide senates and col-
lective bargairing agents evolved where collective
bargaining has existed at least 10 years ai a where the
scope of bargaining has tended to broaden?

5. What are appropriate refinements in criteria for evalu-
ating the effectiveness of systemwide senates and
statewide advisory committees?

Strengthening consultative processes
1. What are the most significant differences between

successful and unsuccessful attempts to rebuild colle-
gial foundations for decision making? What specific
steps are necessary to implement the revised
approach to rebuilding shred values and goals in the
undergraduate curriculum as suggested by a number
of blue ribbon study committees? What are the spe-
cific advantages and disadvantages of using Theory Z
and other Japanese management approaches as a way
to focus attention on administrative styles consistent
with collegially oriented decision making?

2 Through what means have nationally prominent
higher education administrators with strong reputa-
tions for a participatory orientation learned their skills
in leading participatory decision making?

3. Through what means have chairs of academic senates
(and other faculty who regularly play a coordinating
role relative to faculty participation) who are regarded
as successful leaders learned their skills leading
faculty in participatory decision making!

4. What opportunities for training and development exist
for faculty members and for administrators who wish
to increase their skills in managing and engaging in
consultative processes? What are the strengths ana
weaknesses of the various available opportunities for
training and development? What incentives and disin-
centives exist for faculty and administrators who wish
to avail themselves of such opportunities?
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5. What are the opportunities for and obstacles to shar-
ing leadership in decision-making groups involving
adn.. _istrators and faculty?

6. What are some administrative techniques that have
been successfully employed in avoiding hasty deci-
sions, incomplete participation, and st.perficial action
in decision-making groups?

Increasing faculty satisfaction with parecipation
1. By what means have those faculty members who are

most satisfied with their participation in institutional
decision making learned the dynamics of the partici-
patory process? What sources of intrinsic satisfaction
and institutional reward do they identify?

2. What additional means are institutions adopting in the
late 1980s to increase the intrinsic satisfactions of and
institutional rewards for faculty participation?

3. How do current patterns of institutional rewards for
participation vary by institutional type? Dnes the
impact of strategies to increase intrinsic satisfactions
or institutional rewards vary by institutional type?

4. What approaches have institutions used to moderate
pressures on minorities and women to participate in a
large number of committees or to reduce personnel
system penalties for that participation?
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